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ABSTRACT 

.A PHENOMENOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF MARKETING 
STRATECIES AND PRACTICES: THE CASES IN CHINA'S 

TOWNSHIP AND VILLAGE ENTERPRISES 

Daqing Jiang 

Cniversity of Guelph, 300 1 

Advisor: 

Pro fessor Lianxi Zhou 

Threr Chinrse Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) in Jiangsu Province were 

investigated and analyzed through a phenomenological approacb. The data provide 

t.i.idc.nce with regard to the link between managers' perceptions of the business 

r.n\iroiiment and the marketin3 strategies and tactics adopted in response to the changing 

marketplace. In panicular, this research identified several themes relating to the prirnary 

focus of marketing practices in these selected enterprises. These themes include 

cornpetitor-centered orientation, innovative imitation strategy, and cornpetitive 

ridvantages based on iow-cost labor and market expansion. The implications of these 

themes can be better understood from a socio-cultural perspective, taking into 

consideration a series of factors including the immaturity of the Chinese market. the great 

disparity between rural and urban areas, and the socially onented cultural tradition. As 

one of the pioneer efforts, this study highlights insights on marketing practices in China's 

TVEs and provides baseline documentation that may facilitate a more structured research 

in this domain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid growth of Cliinese Township and Village Enterprises (TVEs) represents 

pcrhaps rhr most significant change as a result of China' economy reform. TVEs are 

those rural enterprises that are created collectively by h e r s  and engage in non- 

agricultural industries with their comrnunity feature and the farnily style (Wang, 1998). In 

1975. the number of TVEs in China was 1.5 million, with the number of ernployees of 28 

niillion and the total output of CS 9 billion1, while by 1994 the corresponding figures had 

soard  to 25 million. 120 million and 774 billion respectively (Wang, 1998). 

TVEs have made significant contribution to China's economy. The Chinese economy has 

rclicd on collectively-owned businesses. whereas other transitional economies have built 

niainly upon growth in the new pnvate sector (Perkins, 1994). TVEs, as the dominant 

p o w r  in the Chinese collectively-owned businesses, have played an important rolr in 

accelerating China's phenornena1 growth (Jefferson et al., 1992). The output of TVEs 

xcounted for approximately 30% of the country's GDP in 1997 (Rural Statistical 

Yearbook of China, 1998). 

The rapid growth of TVEs has received increasing academic attention in recent years. 

Some scholars studied TVEs' business strategies kom managerial perspective (Tan and 

Li. 1996; Luo, 1999). N'hile ernphasizing the relationships between environments and 

! The exchange rate of CAD to RMB (Chinese cumncy) applied in rhis researc h is 5 -5: 1, an official 
exchange rate at the tirne of writing. The numbers cited hereinafter, uniess othenvise indicated, have al1 
been converted into CAD according to this rate. 



business strateyies, they didn't take marketing into their consideration. Others focused on 

TVEs' market orientation and their marketing pnctices (Zhou, 2000; Zhang, 2000). Ln 

these studies, however, the impact of environment-related factors on marketing activities 

was not adequately addressed. 

Funlirrniore. uhat is absent in the previous research on N E s  is the socio-cultural 

contest in which TVEs operate. We believe that any marketing activities do not emanate 

from a vacuum. rather. they reflect complex environment and embody certain socio- 

cultural values. It  may well be the case that Chinese TVEs have developed the marketing 

stratcgies and tactics in their own ways as their responses to the environments. Though 

not nscessarily in accordance with the generally accepted Western-style of marketing, the 

Chinese approach is perhaps more appropriate to the local needs (Zhou, 2000). But to 

date, there is few studies have been found that reveal the rationale of the Chinese-style of 

nirtrketing activities in TVEs, largely due to a lack of research that provides insight into 

the impacts of the environmental factors and the socio-cultural values on TVEs' 

marketing activities. 

1.1. Research Objectives 

To f i l \  up such research vacancy, this study attempts to explore the Chinese ways of 

marketing activities in ï V E s  by linking the formation and implementation of their 

marketing strategies and tactics with the impacts of environmental Factors and contextual 

conditions. Strategies and tactics are fims' responses to the environmental factors that 



ma? influence 

cornpetition are 

their businesses. The environmental factors such as market and 

abstractions that are given meaning through managers' cognition and 

perceptions (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Managers' perceptions of environmental factors, 

in tum, shape the corresponding strategies and tactics in response to the marketplace. 

Thus more precisely, what matters here are managers' perceptions that interpret the 

rnvironmsnts and transfer the impacts of perceived environmental factors into firms' 

stratrgirs and tactics. From this perspective, this study attempts to explore the rationale 

oi' thc Chinrse ways of marketing in TVEs by identiSing managers' perceptions of the 

cnvironments underlain by the Chinese socio-cultural values. Specifically, the objectives 

of this study are to: 

( 1 ) Idcntify thc managers' perceptions of their marketing environments; 

(1) Esplore how their perceptions of the environments shape the formation and 

implcmentation of the marketing strategies and tactics; 

(3) Explore how socio-cultural values influence the managers' perceptions of the 

environrnents and thus the formation and implementation of the marketing strategies 

and tactics. 

1.2. Research approach 

An in-depth case analysis was employed in this study. This approach allows the 

researcher to reach below the surface to explore the managers' perceptions and the 

marketing practices in TVEs. Different data collection techniques, including in-depth 



intenriews and participant observations, were used. Though time consuming and 

demanding, these techniques do provide detail, depth and range of data which cannot be 

othenvise ac hieved. 

In using the so-called phenomenological approach, the success of fieldwork is crucial. 

Thc lieldwork of this research was conducted in Jiangsu, a southeasteni province in 

China. Jiangsu is one of the most economically developed provinces in China. Chinese 

TVEs originated in this region. In 1994. industrial output produced by Jiangsu TVEs 

accounted for 19% of the nation's total (China Statistical Yearbook, 1991). In 1997, 

industrial output producrd by TVEs accounted for 31% of the province's total. 

contributed by al1 types of enterprises (Jiangsu Township and Village Enterprises 

Yrarbook, 1999). Due to the leading position of Jiangsu Province in ternis of TVEs' 

development. a number of United Nations research projects have used this area as the 

resrrirch context for understanding TVE development and experience. 

In this study, three TVEs in Jiangsu Province, namely. F.H. Food. XT Garment, and J.J. 

~ood' ,  were investigated and analyzed with an average of five working days spent in 

fkld investigation for each. Al1 these three TVEs were created in the 1980s with very 

litrle invrstmrnt. F.H. Food is now enjaging in manufacturing instant noodle product 

with its annual sales volume of about CS 25M. Located in a small township with about 

300 smployees, XT Garment manufactures its garment products for both domestic and 

international markets. En 1999, its sales volume reached CS 17M. J.J. Food has been one 

- For the sake of confidsntidiry, al1 of the true Company names and penons involved in this research have 
been disguised. 



of the major cornpetiton in the Chinese candied and preserved fruit market with its sales 

volume of CS 6M in 1999. In-depth interviews of the general managers and the 

marketing (sales) department managers in each of the selected TVEs were conducted and 

participant observations were c h e d  out in their staff offices, production workshops, and 

frictory sales outlets. 

1.3. Significance of this study 

Thrre arc both theoretical and managerial implications of this research. From theoretical 

perspective, marketing hns been dominantly a Western theory embedded in Western 

social and cultural environnient. This research suggests the very importance of 

environmental adaptation when marketing theory is brought into societies with different 

cultural traditions, in this case. China. The marketing environments in China exhibit gea i  

di fferences wi th those in Western countries. such environmental factors as dynamic 

cornpetition, the low income of the majonty of the population, and the underdevelopment 

of marketing in frastnicture greatl y influence managers' perceptions and their strategic 

choices. The Chinese social and cultural values underlie the dynarnics such as guomi in 

Chinese business that drive TVEs to form and implement their marketing strategy in their 

own ways. Environmental adaptation of marketing strategies and tactics holds promise as 

a valuable focus for future theoretical developrnent of marketing in China, which may 

Içad to thorough understanding of Chinese-style of marketing. 



From practical perspective. this research reveals that unique Chinese social and cultural 

values are deeply ingrained in the TVEs' marketing practices. Marketing tools are ofien 

moderated by conscious preference of such values. It also reveals that a cornpetitor- 

centered orientation, competitive advantages based on low cost labor and market 

espansion. and an innovative imitation strategy are some of the characteristics of 

marketing practices in China's TVEs. With the Chinese market evolving rapidly, it may 

be necessary for TVEs to balance attention to both cornpetitors and consumes and to 

develop sustainable competitive advantages. 

Therc are dso  somr lessons for those multinational compûnies who have penetrated or 

are planning to penetrate China's market. M a y  of them are facing challenges fiorn TVEs 

in some product categories. and the competition betsveen multinational companies and 

TVEs tends to be stronger in the near future. Better undentanding of TVEs' marketing 

practices will help global marketers to be better prepare for the competition in China's 

market. 



CHTNESE TOWNSHIP AND WLLAGE ENTERPRISES 

Like other transitional economies (that is, former centrally planned econornies), the 

Chinese economy is characterized by a diversity of organizational forms generally 

inciudin; state-owned, collectively-owned, privately-owned, and foreign joint ventures 

(Luo. 1999). The Chinese economy differs fiom other transitional economies in that it 

has rrlied on collectively-owned businesses whereas other transitional economies have 

depended mainly upon growth in the new private sector (Perkins, 1994). Township and 

Village Enterpnses (TVEs), as the dominant power in the Chinese collectively-owned 

businesses. have played an important role in the Chinese economy (Jefferson et ai., 

1992). 

2.1. Definition and the Historical Background 

"Township and Village Enterpnses" (TVEs) in the Chinese economy refers to those 

rntcrprises that are created by farmers, individually or collectively, and are engaged in 

non-agricultural industries, especially in the manufacturing industry (Wang, 1998). 

Before 1979, a very rigid, planned economy dominated almost al1 the production 

activities in China. "People's Commune" was the sole fom of economic organization 

and administrative unit in rural areas. Farrners were allowed to create enterprises only in 

the names of the People's Communes. AAer 1979, the People's Communes as economic 

organizations were dismissed and township govemments were restored as the successors 

of the administrative functions and the assets of the People's Communes. Township and 



Village Enterprises were officially admitted and the development of TVEs was 

encouraged by the central govemment. 

2.2. Distinctive Features 

A communal nature and family-like style characterize TVEs. TVEs' communal nature 

has been recognized in Chinese acadernics for a long tirne. According to Wang (1998). 

the basic connotation of "communal nature" is that this kind of economic organization is 

ccononiically and socially attachrd to rural communities that have been formed by 

traditional consanguinity and geographical relations. The WEs '  communal nature is 

characterized by its nativeness. collectiveness, and localness. Nativeness refers to TVEs' 

tight connections wiih local larmers in ternis of consanguinity and geographical relations. 

Collectiveness means that TVEs, especially Village Enterprises are brought into the 

collective autonomy of villages; a village is actually a union of administrative and 

economic organization responsible for manging al1 the economical and social affain 

conceming villagers' daily lives. Localness refers to the fact that TVEs, especially 

Township Enterprises, are actually owned by community (township) governments; 

community governments accept or secure al1 the economic responsibilities of Township 

Enterprises and thus have great influence on Township Enterprises' operation. 

On the other hand. farnily-like style is manifested in a TVE's daily operation. The leader 

of a TVE often plays dual roles both as a boss and as the head of a fmily. Farnily-like 

style helps TVEs to develop a low-cost interpersonal network in market. Employing 



family rnembers, friends or the like saves the cost of building necessary trust 

relations hips with "outsiders" othexwise employed by TVEs and simplifies the 

supervision system, although it shows a tendency of exclusivity. An "able man" in the 

community who is highly tmsted by the comrnunity members is usually appointed by the 

community govemment to be the leader of a local TVE and asked to sign managerial 

contracts. Due to consanguinity and geographical relations, comrnunity rnembers usually 

have full and strong confidence in h i d e r ,  and he/she, in tum, ofien shows a high sense 

of responsibili ty and honor to community members (Chen. 2000). 

2.3. The importance of TVEs to the Chinese economy 

TVEs have experienced trernendous growth during the past two decades. In 1975, There 

were only 1.5 million TVEs with the number of employees of 28 million and the total 

output of about 9 billion in CAD. By 1997, the corresponding figures had increased to 25 

million. 120 million, and 774 billion respectively (Wang, 1998). The output of TVEs 

accounted for approximately 30% of the country's total in 1997 (Jefferson er ul., 1998). 

TVEs have become one of the country's dominant output contributors. While most of 

large state-owvned firms have undergone losses in the past years, TVEs net profits and 

contnbuted taxes have been increasing. In no other transitional economies have 

collectivel y-owned enterprises played such a dynamic role (Luo. 1 999). 

In addition to their contributions to the national economy, Chinese TVEs have also 

become major generators of local revenue and have played an important role in 



improving living standards in rural areas. For example, in Jiangsu Province where this 

research was conducted, one third of the local revenue was contributed by TVEs. For an 

average farmer, one third of hisher annual income came from TVEs in 1998 (Jiangsu 

Township and Village Enterprises Yearbook, 1999). 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

Although the rapid growth of TVEs has received increasing acadernic attention in recent 

years, IittIe research has been done to relate TVE managers' perceptions of marketing 

environments with marketing activities in TVEs and to undentand the relationship 

be twrn  the perceptions and the environments from a socio-cultural perspective. To do 

so. an extensive review of relevant literature was conducted, which led us to propose a 

conccptual framrwork (see Table 1). This Framework was then used as a guide for in- 

depth case analysis. 

3.1. Proposed Research Framework 

Fims initiatr strategies including marketing strategies to respond to the challenjes and 

opportunities posed by the environment. However, not al1 the environmental factors play 

a rote in the fims' strategic decisions, rather, only perceived ones do. "Environmental 

factors such as market and cornpetition are abstractions that are given meaning through 

managers' cognition and perceptions." (Day and Nedungadi, 1994) To start, a manager's 

perceptions of the environment of his business are central to this fiamework as a function 

of his rrsponse to and interpretation of environmental stimuli. His perceptions. in tum. 

direct the formation of the business strategy from which the marketing strategy is denved 

and the marketing tactics are impiemented. 



Socio-Cultural Context 

Manager's 
Perception of the 

Environment 

Organizational 
Behavior 

Munificence b Business strategy - - - - 3  

1 

*market growth 
*cornpetitive intensity 
*governrnent involvement 

Dynamism 

*market turbulence 
*technical turbulence 

I 

*product di fferentiation I I ----_______ Performance 
*custorner diversification 

. - 

Table I Proposed Conceptual Framework for ïhis Research 



1Vc Follow Dess and Beard's (1984) categorization of environmental dimensions to 

categorizr psrcrived environmental factors into munificence, dynamism, and complexity 

(to be detailed). Subdivisions of these broader consmicts rnay influence firms' strategies 

to a greater extent (Pelham, 1999). Peiharn's (1999) notion of subdivisions of the three 

dimensions is adopted in our conceptual frarnework to segment these broader constructs 

so that they could be more easily applied at the operational level. According to his notion, 

subdivisions of munificence include market growth, cornpetitive intensity, and 

profitability. Subdivisions of dynamism include market turbulence and technical 

turbulence. Subdivisions of complexity include product differentiation and customer 

diversification. Considering both the specific conditions of TVEs and the scope of this 

rcscarch. The influence of governrnent involvement is added into the subdivisions of 

muni ficerice. while profitability is deleted not considered because of the lack of avai!able 

data. 

.An important consideration for us in adding or deleting certain items in the subdivisions 

of the environmental dimensions is that the speci tic Chinese socio-cultural context in 

which TVEs operate manifests itself rnuch differently than that of Western societies. 

Marketing theory cannot be applied univenally without taking context into account 

(Anderson et ai.. 1999). Many distinctive leatures of the so-called Chinese-style of 

marketing in TVEs may be traced from traditional Chinese social and culturai values. 

This context serves as the "atrnosphere" for our conceptual h e w o r k .  



In surnmary. the proposed conceptual fnmework is composed of several cornponents. 

These components include the manager's perception of the environment or the perceived 

environmental factors, the firm's business stntegy, marketing strategy and tactics, and 

the socio-cultural context. Mapped by this framework, a discussion of the literature is 

organized as follows in the rest of this chapter. First, environment, strategy, and their 

relationship with focus on marketing strategy are discussed. Second, the relationships 

among environmental reality, manager's perceptions, and strategy are reviewed. Third, 

the Chinese socio-cultural context that has been documented in the Iiterature is 

liighlightcd. Finally, the previous reseûrch on TVEs with regard to the environmcnt- 

strategy relationship and marketing activities are discussed. 

3.2. Environment and Strategy 

Firnis and their activities do not arise simply by chance. Rather, they are a reflection of a 

particular envirorunent in which they are operating. Organizational environments are 

manifesteci in rnany ways. However, there is an emerging consensus among researchen 

on a few important dimensions (Dess and Beard, 1984). Aldrich (1979) discussed six 

dimensions derived from an extensive review of the Iiterature on population-ecology 

theory and resource-dependence theory. Dess and Beard (1981) categorized Aldrich's 

environmental dimensions into a more panimonious set including munificence, 

dynaiiism, and complexity. Pelham ( 1999) suggested that subdivisions of these broader 



constructs might influence strategy success to a greater extent than broader consmicts. 

According to Pelharn (1999). these subdivisions include market or technical turbulence 

(dynarnism). market growth, profitability, and competitive intensity (munificence), and 

product and customer differentiation (complexity). In the TVE context, these dimensions 

and the subdivisions have been adapted in our conceptual fiarnework. 

Muni ficencc is defined as the extent to which the relevant environmental segments can 

support sustainrd growth or the availability of extemal resources that are crucial for firm 

erowth (Dess and Beard, 1984). Organizations seek out environments that permit 
Y 

organizational growth and stability. Such growth and stability may allow an organization 

to generate slack resources. which in tum provide a buffer for the organization dunng 

periods of relative scarcity (Miles and Snow, 1978). 

In the TVE context, market growth, competitive intensity, and govrrnment involvement 

may be amon$ the most important subdivisions of environmental munificence. Due to 

hard budget constraints, TVEs are forced to follow the rules of the market to a greater 

degree than state-otvned firms (Perkins, 1994). They usually make rapid changes in 

product lines to take advantage of changing market opportunities and to avoid being 

stuck too long in industries that face declining market trends (Luo, 1999). Thus market 

crowth has great influence on TVEs' strategic actions. From a competitive strategy 
b 

perspective, TVEs tend to rush to newly discovered profit oppomuiities as quickly as 

possible and oRen have a competitive edge over their major rivals (Luo, 1999). Thus they 

rnay benefit From low competitive intensity brought by new opportunities. Since TVEs 



are owned by comrnunity collectives represented by community govemments, they can 

access more capital and raw materials than do privately-owned firms, while also being 

more protected fiom central government interference (Nee, 1992). Relatively high 

govemment involvement becomes an important extemal resource that is sometimes 

crucial for TVEs' growth. 

Dynamism can be conceptualized as the rate of change and the degree of instability of the 

cnvironmrnt (Duncan, 1972). It is manifested in the degree of instability or turbulence of 

such key operating concerns as market and industry conditions as well as more general 

teclinological. economic, social, and political forces (Dess and Beard, 1984). Dynamism 

should bz restricted to change that is hard to predict and that heightens uncertainty for 

key organizational members (Dess and Beard, 1984). When there is greater 

environmcntal dynamism, firm managers may face situations that are unclear and that 

preseni few well-developed alternatives and few clear evaluation c i tena  by which to 

select alternatives (Verkatraman, 1989). 

Environmental dparnism is composed of subdivisions of market turbulence and 

technical turbulence (Pelham, 1999). Luo (2999) measured this dimension in his 

empiricai research on envimnment-strategy-performance relations in TVEs. In his study, 

dynamisrn was measured by variability (how much change have you observed in last five 

years?) and by unpredictability (to what extent do you think each environmental segment 

has become unpredictable?). He suggested that when the indusuial environment is 

dynamic, TVEs tended to be adaptive and aggressive. 



Complexity refers to the heterogeneity and range of facton in various environmental 

segments with which a fim must contend (Dess and Beard, 1984). The complexity 

dimension is related to homogeneitylheterogeneity of industrylmarket and 

concentrationidispersion of organizational activities/organizational density. Managers 

facing a more complex environment will perceive greater uncertainty and have greater 

in format ion-processing requirements than managers facing a simple environment (Dess 

and Bexd, 1984). 

Accordiny to Pelham (1 999), the subdivisions of environmental complexity are product 

differentiation and customer differentiation. In Luo's (1999) study, complexity was 

rneasured by diversity (how many facton does your Company need to deal with in each 

segment?) and by unpredictability (to what extent do you think each segment has become 

unpredictable?). it was suggested that TVEs were highly innovative and proactive in 

responding to complex environrnents. In our research, Pelham's (1999) notion is adopted 

to measure environmental complexity. 

Strategy exists at multiple levels in a firm: corporate, business, and fünctional 

(Varadarajan and Jayachandran, 1999). Corporate strategv specifies the business arenas 

in wliich the firm will compete-the choice of businesses to be in. Due to the fact that an 

ovenvhelming majority of TVEs are small businesses (Luo, 1999) and engage in a single 



business, corporate strategy is thus irrelevant to the topic of TVEs and is excluded from 

the discussion presented below. Blcsiness strategv specifies how a particula. business in 

the firm's portfolio will compete in the marketplace. The goal of business strategy is the 

achievement and maintenance of competitive advantage in specific product-market 

domains (Varadarajan and Jayachandran, 1999). Marketing strategv is marketing 

activities and decisions related to genenting and sustaining competitive advantage. 

Marketing strategy focuses on achieving competitive advantage by building relationships 

with important constituencies (customers, partners, and channel members), offenng 

appropriate products, identibing the timing for changes in relationships and product 

offerings, and the deployment of sufficient resources to realize the choice of relationships 

and offerings (Varadarajan and Jayachandran, 1999). 

In çeneral, there are three aspects to the strategy of firms, regardless of the level of the 

strategy: content. formulation process, and implementation strategy (Varadarajan and 

layachandran. 1999). Strategv cotitent (what the strategy is) refen to the specific 

relationships, offerings, timing, and pattern of resource deployment planned by a business 

in its quest for cornpetitive advantage (e.g., genenc strategy of cost leadership venus 

di fferen t iat ion; push versus pull strategy). Strategy fomzidatiotz process (how one arrives 

at the strategy) refers to the activities that a business engages in for determining the 

strategy content (e.g., market opportunity analysis, cornpetitor analysis, decision-making 

styles). Srraiegy inplententation (how the strategy is carried out) refers to the actions 

initiated within the organization and in its relationships with extemal constituencies to 



realize the strategy (e.g., organizational structure, coordination mechanisms. control 

systems) (Varadmjan and Jayachandran, 1999). 

Business strategy making is the firm-level process that incorporates the range of activities 

that the organizations undertake to formulate their strategic mission and goals. These 

activities include analysis, planning, decision making, and management and are imbued 

with the organization's culture and shared value system (Porter, 1980). 

The  marketing function in organizations, besides being responsible for the content, 

proccss. and implementation of marketing strategy at the product-market level, plays an 

important role in the strategy formulation process and the determination of strategy 

content at the business level. The strategic role of marketing in organizations arises as a 

result of the boundary-spanning nature of the function (Le., its extensive interactions with 

customers and cornpetitors, and monitoring of the external environment) (Varadarajan 

and Jayachandran, 1999). 

Clrariy, in terms of principal concems, consmicts used, and the nature of decisions 

involveci. there is considerable overlap between marketing strategy and business strategy 

(Varadarajan and Jayachandran. 1999). There are numerous product, pncing, promotion, 

and place decisions xising ostensibly in the marketing domain that will probably not be 

decided esclusively at the functional level. In addition, often business-level management 

may be extensively involved in the fomiulation of marketing fùnction-level strategy, with 

mxkeiing decision-makers playing either a lead role or a participatory role. 



Varadarajan and Jayachandran (1999) assessed the state of the field of marketing strategy 

research, and summarized that extant research on marketing strategy was indicative of a 

number of broad research streams including: 

( 1 )  Research focusing on organizational issues germane to marketing strategy (e.g., 

branding, competitive behavior, positioning, and segmentation) 

( 2 )  Rrsearch focusing on organizational issues central to marketing strategy, but whose 

scopr spans multiple organizational functions (e.g., innovation and quality) 

(3) Research focusing on issues at the interface of business and marketing strategy (e-g.. 

genrric strategy of differentiation, market pioneering, and strategic alliances); 

corporate and marketing strategy; or corporate, business, and marketing strategy. 

(4) Rcsearch focusing on organizational-level phenomena that affect marketing strategy 

and management in important ways (e.g., corporate culture, market orientation, and 

strategy formulation process) 

(5)  Research focusing on the outcornes of marketing and business strategy (e.g., 

cornpetitive positional advantages, market share, customer satisfaction, and market- 

based me t s )  

Varadarajan and Jayachandran ( 1999) concluded that a major impediment to the 

advancement of the field of marketing strategy has been the absence of a shared mental 

mode1 nmong researchers, a clear explication of the dornain in t e m s  of its principles and 

theones, and a b a i s  for delineation of competitive business strategy fiom competitive 

marketing strategy. Furthemore, although there is evidence of more research in 



international contexts. the cultural dependence of strategy formulation processes on 

environment in international contexts remains under-researched. 

Stratrgy has been considered to be under the control of managers and environmental 

constraints that in certain situations can be pmactively changed by managers (Hofer & 

Schendel. 1975; Pfeffer Sr Saiancik, 1978). Aldrich and Pfeffer (1976) argue that 

mana;crial choice may be severely constrained by sorne environments and that managers 

must correc tly perceive the nature and dictates of those environments. This dependence 

of strategic actions initiated by firms and the outcomes of such actions on the 

environment or context of the organization is termed embeddedness (Porac and Rosa, 

l996). 

According to Porac and Rosa (1996). embeddedness is manifest where 

( 1 )  The firm is embedded in a general environment comprising the institutions that lay 

the guidelines to shape the behavior of firms and macro-societal factors such as the 

prevailing culture. The institutions that affect firms include those that determine the 

monetzry policy and cornpetitive policies. The embeddedness caused by culture is 

reflected by the role of cultural beliefs and value systems in determining economic 

transactions. 

( 2 )  The firm is embedded in an industrial environment that comprises the actors withn 

an industry such as suppliers, customers. cornpetitors, and channei Pamiers. The 



nature of the relationships among these industry stakeholders influences the firm's 

strategic actions. 

(3) The firm has an interna1 environment that comprises its unique sets of skills and 

resourcrs; collective beliefs about the market, cornpetition, industry, and culture. 

.A f i m ' s  strategy is designed to overcome the constraints imposed by embeddedness in a 

cornplex environment and to exploit the oppoxtunities that arise on account of 

embeddedness. This applies to strategies at both business and hnctional (e.g., marketing) 

levcls (Varadarajan and Jayachandran, 1999). 

Rcsearch on environment-strategy relationship has docurnented the central role of 

environmental scanning and manager's perception of the environment in strategy 

planning (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). In essence, both environmental scanning and 

manager's perception of the environment are processes of human cognition. In other 

\vords. it seems that it is the perceived environments, rather than the "real" ones, which 

influence a firm's stntegy formation. This raises a further question. That is, what are the 

relationships among environmental reality, a manager's perception, and a firm's strategy? 

3.3. Environmental Reality, i\.Ianager9s Perception, and Strategy 

The implicit assumptions in previous research on strategy conceming how managers 

respond to their market environments are: (1) market environments are tangible and 

independent entities waiting to be discovered; (2) managers are rational and well- 



informed information processors with their conceptual fiamework; and (3) there is 

consensus among managers of a business on the nature of the market and relative 

compstitive position (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). These implicit assumptions are being 

challznged by an emerging revisionkt view that what matters are the mental models that 

managers use to make sense of their environment (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). 

One of the arguments in favor of methodologies that recognize the perceptual and 

cognitive aspects of managerial decisions maintains that it is increasingly clear that 

market environments are not unarnbiguous realities (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Instead, 

such constructs as markets, segments, cornpetitive forces, and entry barriers are 

abstractions given rneaning through processes of selective search and attention, selective 

perception, and simplification. Such processes are leamed through experience, shared 

through industry conventional wisdom, warped by hnctional biases, and tempered by 

rcady availability of data (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Thus problem sensing, that is, the 

cognitive processes of noticing and constructing meaning about environmental change so 

that organizations c m  take action, is a crucial component of managerial behavior in 

rapidl y changing environrnents (Kiesler and Sproull, 1982). 

According to Kiesler and Sproull (1982), managers pay attention to environmental 

variables that their past experience has taught them they cannot afford to overlook and 

ihen impose interpretations on the levels and trends of these variables that simplib 

decisions. Thus the strategist's perception of environmental "reality" is simply a function 

of the categorization and interpretation processes imposed on the environment. 



According to social perception theories, perception is a process in which the perceiver 

constructs reality by perforrning cognitive operations on cues derived fiom the 

environment (Brunswick, 1952). Ln these processes, individuals may over-, under-, or 

mis-estimate the importance of particular environmental features as  causal agents 

(Kiesler and Sproull, 1982). 

To dral with upheavals in the external environment, a manager uses a mentai model, or a 

managerial representation to serve as a knowledge framework that then selects and 

activeiy modifies experience to arrive at a coherent, unified, expectation-confiming and 

kno~irledye-consistent representation of experience (Diesler and Sproull, 1982). A mental 

niodsl gives a manager a coherent structure of knowledge about a domain. However, 

bccause oryanizations differ in the way they choose and process information. there are 

likely to be variations in the content and structure of these representations. In their 

empirical study of senior managers of 190 businesses, Day and Nedungadi (1994) 

identified four different types of representations of competitive advantage, varying in the 

rmphasis placed on customer or management judgments about where and how 

cornpetitors differ. The results reveal that these representations were influenced equally 

by pressure points in the environment and choice of strategy. The type of representation 

was strongly associnted with constrained patterns of information search and usage. 

In summary, a firm's strategy is influenced by those environmental factors that are 

selectively noticed and interpreted by the manager. in other words, it is a manager's 

perceptions of the environment that are more relevant in the discussion of environment- 



strategy configuration. rather than the environmental reality. Furthemore, what c m  be 

inferred fiom the literature is that, different environmental factors may result in different 

percrp t ions and thus di fferent business and marketing strategies. Since social and cultural 

considerations are probably the most constraining uncontrollable variables in firms' 

marketing environments (Kindra, 1984), when we attempt to identify managers' 

perceptions and their marketing strategy in the Chinese context, distinctive Chinese social 

and cultural values must be taken into consideration. 

3.4. The Chinese Socio-Cultural Context 

The marketing implications of social and cultural differences may be seen in terms of a 

numbsr of activities within the overall marketing function such as marketing research, the 

understanding of consumer behavior, organizational behavior and salesman activity, and 

marketing-stntegy formulation (Redding, 1982). 

To measure cdtural differences, Hofstede (1980) defines four cultural dimensions. 

Among these dimensions the individualist us. collectivism dimension is relevant to the 

discussion of cultural dependence of marketing activities. This dimension is concerned 

with the rrlationship between an individual and other members of a society. Countries 

that are less economically developed score closer to the collectivist end of the scale. 

Within a marketing context, the collectivist view of value drives marketers to work 

closely with their clients (Fm and Memlees, 1998). These marketers are also more 

Iikely to want to cultivate a friendly relationship with their stakeholden as they believe 



their existence is dependent on the stakeholders and vice-versa. Therefore, relationship 

marketing and personal relationships fit well in collectivist societies (Fam and Merrilees, 

1998). 

it has long been recognized that maintaining persona1 relationships, or gzrann'. is one of 

the major dynamics in Chinese society (Yau et al., 2000). Although the word gzianri has 

literally the same meaning of "relationship" in English, in reality it has a much more 

sophisticated meaning than "relationship". It consists of two Chinese characters, gzran 

and .ri that mean "relating" and "bonding" respectively. Hence, gzianri vimially means 

the social relationship between two penons under a particular bonding. Originally, this 

bonding referred to one of Confucius' five cardinal bonds (rvlr l m )  that included the 

bonds between sovereign and minister. father and son, husband and wife. old and Young, 

and friend and friend. However, these bonds have been Further extended to include the 

following: relatives in the same kinship system; townsmen; classrnates; colleagues; hein 

of friends for more than two generations; people with the same hobbies; past superiors, 

past subordinates; those taught by the sarne teacher; past students; memben of the same 

school or clan; and acquaintances, Fnends of close fnends. These relationships address 

the similarity between two parties in terms of ongin and serve to remove doubt. create 

trust and form close relationships between two parties (Yau et al., 2000). 

Most Westerners are arnbiguous about exactly what a relationship is in the Chinese 

context. The meaning of the term "relationship" itself is subtle and cornplex. Trust is 

viral. Sut is bound by rhe closeness of kinship. The Chinese believe that one should build 



long-trrm relationships first; then, if that is successful, transactions will follow. 

Westerners, according to Ambler (1994), build transactions first; if they are successful, a 

relationship rnay follow. 

Compared with the individualism of Amencan culture. Chinese society has a communal 

tradition. focusing more on development of the social self rather than on a pnvate self 

(Kindel. 1983). T x e " .  or "rnia~zzi" in Chinese, refers to reputation and prestige obtained 

through one's effort or conduct, and is related to tangible and intangible persona1 success. 

Face makes the Chinese risk-averse and slower to accept new producis. and more loyal 

than Wcstemers once brand image is established. Ho (1974) observes that because 

Chinesc are socially oriented. they seem to act according to others' expectations instead 

of th& own personal wishes or persona1 integity. He suggests that several "faces" are 

associatrd with a variety of social roles enacted in society over time. Similar to respect, 

face is granted by others and tradition suggests that losing face will cause the Chinese to 

lose confidence in Front of othen and in persona1 interactions. Losing face is therefore 

believed to be a senous matter that will affect one's ability to function effectively in 

society. Hence, the Chinese are believed to rarely express their differences because they 

do not want to lose face (Le Claire, 1993). 

in s u m m q ,  the collectivist view of value, persona1 relationship or guamz, and the 

concept of "face" are among the most important social and cultural factors that may 

underlie Chinese-style marketing activities and result in unique characteristics of the 

C hinese market. 



3.5. Relevant Research in Strategies and Marketing in TWs 

TVEs, with their distinctive features and important role in the Chinese economy, have 

aroused increasing academic interest in recent yean. Some scholars have studied TVEs' 

business strategies From a managerial perspective (Tan and Li, 1996; Luo, 1999). Others 

have focused on TVEs' market orientation and their marketing practices (Zhou, 2000; 

Zhang, 2000). 

Csing Miles and Snow's (1978) mode1 to invrstigate the environment-strategy 

relationship in TVEs. Tan and Li (1996) found that Chinese Township and Village 

En terprises (TVEs) in Northem China (Beijing and Tianjin) tended to be hybrids between 

the proactive and defensive modes in responding to the extemal environment. As Tan and 

Li acknowledged in conclusion, their findings could probably not be genenlized io other 

regions. particularly Southem China where TVEs enjoyed mare liberal economic 

policies. a more advanced investment and operation infiastructure, and greater integration 

with international markets. 

To respond to Tan and Li's (1996) research on TVEs in Northem China, Luo (1999) 

conducted his ernpirical snidy on environment-strategy-performance relations in TVEs in 

Southem China with a focus on Jiangsu Province. His research data was collected 

through a survey of TVE managers in Jiangsu area. It was found that environmental 

c harac teristics such as complexity, dynamim, and hostility influenced TVE managers' 



perceptions of environmental uncertainty and potentiality, which in tum affected the 

fim's strategic orientations such as innovation, risk-taking, and proactiveness. It was also 

found that a TVE's innovation and proactiveness were positively associated with 

increased environmental dynamism. When environmental conditions were complex or 

hostile, however, stntegic decisions were made more deliberately. Luo's (1999) key 

findings suggested that small TVEs used a wary prospector orientation to align with 

environmental conditions, and that this strategy-environment configuration Ied to 

superior financial and market performance. 

Thcse findings empiricaily applied the environment-strategy pandigrns in the context of 

Chinese TVEs and identified some important strategic features of TVEs. Although they 

rrnphasized the relationship between environment and generic strategy in TVEs, they 

didn't take marketing strategy into consideration. Furthermore, the nature of quantitative 

research didn't aliow these researchers to explore why these distinctive feanires were 

cshibited in the TVEs' strategic choices and how the strategies were formulated and 

implrmented. 

Sorne other studies were found in the literature on market orientation and marketing 

practices in TVEs. Zhou (2000) conducted field interviews of top managers in Zhejiang 

Province. He contended that there was a general consensus that top managers in TVEs 

had increasingly recognized the important role of marketing in a market-based economy. 

The marketing 4P's appeared to be old-fashioned in the mind of TVEs' managers. 

Instead, 3C's (Customer, Convenience, Cost, and Communication) had become "cool". 



From a histoncal point of view, Zhou (2000) identified that TVEs' market orientation and 

managerial practices had evolved in response to the ever-changin; market environment in 

which three transitional changes had taken place since 1978. 

Also in Zhejiang Province, Zhang (2000) investigated the manager's market orientation 

through in-depth interviews. She found that relationships with local govemrnent could 

facilitate TVEs' market orientation. Top managers' entrepreneurship was the most 

important organizational characteristic that affected TVEs' market orientation. Other 

environnientai factors impacting TVEs' market orientation included cornpetiton, 

consumers. and market infrastructure. In terms of marketing practices, it was suggested 

that TVEs' product strategies reflected their considerations of consumers' perceived 

value, the pricing strategies reflected different emphases of market orientation, and the 

main communication technique was television commercials. 

These findings showed that with rheir market orientation TVEs were adept at responding 

to environments and they skillfully employed various marketing tactics. At the same 

time. entrepreneurship played a key role in their marketing activities. In these studies, 

however. the impact of environmental factors on the TVEs' marketing activities was not 

adequately addressed and the relationship between environment and marketing strategy in 

the TVEs remained untapped. 

Although evidence has been found in previous research that TVEs have developed a 

marketing strategy and tactics al1 their own, few studies have revealed the rationale 



behind Chinese-style marketing activities. A lack of insight into environmental impacts 

and the socio-cultural context in which TVEs are embedded has been a major 

impediment to the advancement of the research on marketing in TVEs. We believe that 

marketing activities do not emanate from a vacuum, rather, they reflect a complex 

environment and ernbody certain social and cultural values. This research attempts to fil1 

the research void in the field by linking the formation and implementation of TVEs' 

marketing strategy and tactics with environmental impact and the socio-cultural context. 

.As illustrated in the conceptual framework of this research, this study attempts to: (1) 

identify managers' perceptions of their marketing environrnent; (2) explore how 

perceptions of their environment directs the formation and implementation of marketing 

strategy and tactics; and (3) explore how the Chinese social and cultural values influence 

the managers' perceptions of their environrnent and thus the formation and 

implcmrntation of marketing strategy and tactics. To achieve these objectives, the 

research approach must paint a picture of the "real world". In the next chapter, We will 

describr Our research methodology. 



IV. METHODOLOGY 

This research is explontory in nature. A case-based approach is used to explore Chinese 

ways of marketing in TVEs in the specific socio-cultural context. Marketing theory 

cannot be applied universally without taking context into account. Clearly, this context is 

distinctive and cornpiicated. Fint, the TVE is a unique organizational form that carmot be 

lound in other parts of the world; second, China is a country with a five-thousand-year 

cultural tradition and a two-generation-long history of planned economy. This context 

leaves plenty of room to explore marketing operations in detail and calls for a 

comprehensive approach, which intends to reach below the surface to understand what is 

coins on and why. - 

.A case study approach involves systematically gathering enough information about a 

particular person, social setting, event, or group to permit the researcher to effectively 

understand how it operates or fùnctions. It is not an actuai data-gathering technique in 

and of itself, but a methodological approach that incorporates a number of data-gathering 

mesures (Hmel,  Dufour, & Fortin, 1993). Extrernely rich, detailed. and in-depth 

information characterizes the type of information gathered in a case study. 

The scientific benefit of the case study approach lies in its ability to open the way for 

discovenes (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1990). On the other hand, its objectivity is also 



questioned. Qualitative research of any type is oRen viewed as suspect when questions of 

objectivity are asked. However, objectivity is closely related to reproducibility 

(replication). For many researchers, objectivity rests on the ability of an investigator to 

articulate what his or her procedures are so that others c m  repeat the research if they so 

choose (Berg, 1998). 

.A case study approach requires the researcher to get close to the respondent in order to 

develop a picture of his meanings and values. To the researcher, a case study will be 

nothing but scientific disaster without a variety of extensive fieldwork. Several data 

collection techniques, including semi-structured interviews and participant observation, 

u w e  employed in this research. Although time consuming and demanding, they did 

provide detaii, depth and range of data which could not othenvise be achieved. 

The investigation involved in this study is cornplex. Perception is intangible, we cannot 

count or measure it; the best we c m  do is to judge its impact. This is because hurnan 

action is so different Frorn natural phenornena and because it is not "given" to the 

investigator. To achieve the research objectives, an investigation should be expanded to 

include not only the managers' perceptions, but also the corresponding strategic and 

tactical marketing activities; not only the perceived environments, but also the influences 

of social and cultural values. The questions that this research tries to answer are, "What is 

done in this context?" and "How is it done?" as well as "Why is it being done?" 



To answer these questions the researcher must rely on multiple sources of evidence, 

rather than a single one. It must be assurned that reality is deeply affected by evidence 

from the various types of sources. Every piece of evidence is a different beam of light 

directed toward the same point, reflecting the "real world". By combining different 

beams of Iight with different methods, that is, triangulation, a better and more substantive 

picturc of reality can 'Je obtained. In this way answers to the above questions will be 

niore objective. 

1.2. Gettitrg Itz: Accessing the Field 

Once the approach had been established and the research prepared to commence, there 

appeared the problem of getring itt, that is, accessing the field setting. This panicular 

problcm, as Shaffir et al. (1980) suggested, is one central problem shared by al1 field 

investigators. It  involves consideration of the nature of the setting. That is particularly 

rclevant for researchers doing research in China. In Chinese society, gitanxi traditionally 

works as an identification marking by which people build up their interpersonal network 

(Zhou. 1999). Of the neiwork? farnily memben and relatives f o m  core layers, and 

teachen/students, neighborhoods, fellow villagers (or townsmen) and schoolmates form 

the next important layers. Furthemore, gitanri plays a key role in interpersonal 

communication and basically determines the depth of communication arnong people. 

LC?ien a person comunicates with strangers without identi*ng any appropriate guanri. 

he has to pay a high price (not simply a money issue). In a research context, the 



effectiveness of the field investigation and the significance of the data collected in the 

field will be questionable when such limiting circumstances accur. 

To deal with the problem of gerfirrg in, Berg (1998) suggested that one way to handle 

initial relationships is to locate g-zrides. Guides are indigenous persons found in the setting 

that is studied. During initial phases of research in the field, researchers typically rely 

henvily on guides. Guides may be located before the research starts through fnends, 

iicquaintances. or colleagues who know sorneone among the group bein; studied. 

Ostrander (1993) suggests that sometimes a bit of luck, taking advantage of certain 

relationships, considenble background work, and making the iight contact Frequently 

aids an attempt to access restncted groups. At the design stage of this research, prior 

work in locating appropriate guides was deliberately camed out. Certain relationships 

werr effectively employed and they proved to be extremely helpfùl in the fieldwork of 

this research. 

As mentioned above, the teacher-student relationship is one of the very close 

interpcrsonal relationships and is highly valued by the Chinese. The researcher's wife had 

been teaching for yean in an oficial adult institution, whose mission is to offer executive 

training CO urses to economic management cadres including govemment officen and 

entrepreneurs in Jiangsu Province. Many of her students hold leading positions at county 

and township level govemments and local government departments. Most of the guides 

in the fieid investigations were identified by taking advantage of this teacher-student 

relationship. 



Among the merits of having those cadres as guides is that they are very familiar with 

TVEs in their counties or townships and in fact some of them started their careen in 

TVEs. The presence of these guides extremely enhanced the chances to gain türther 

cooperation and maneuverability in the field. It would be unimaginable to access such 

rich information conceming these companies' marketing strategies and operational tactics 

ihat are thought to be highly secret without guides and relationships. 

Although the field was accessed very smoothly, one obstacle to the field investigation of 

this research was the very presence of the researcher in the field. which has been 

cncountered by many other researchers. As Denzin ( 1970) suggested: "Reactive eflects of 

observation are the most perplexing feature of participant observation. since the presence 

of an observer in any setting is oflen a 'foreign object.' The creation of the role of 

participant observer inevitably introduces some degree of reactivity into the field setting." 

In other words, when subjects know they are subjects in a research study, they will alter 

tlieir usual (routine) behavior. Al though this effect is typically short-lived, and the 

behavior of subjects eventually retums to a more routine style, the persistent presence of 

the researcher in sorne specific settings does reactivate this effect in varying degrees 

rvery time someone new is introduced to the researdier (Berg, 1998). Our way of coping 

with such a difficulty in the fieldwork was to "melt" myself into the setting in order to 

achieve the status as an invisible researcher. Stoddart (1986) called it erosion of visibility 

by personalizing the researcher-informant relationship. The researcher's many years of 

expenence living and working in China, as well as the guidesT help, facilitated building 



up comparably easy relationships between the informants and the researcher. The 

infomiants dismissed their concem over rny research activities because they were able to 

view me as a person, rather than as a researcher, and this was the key to my easy 

relationship with them. 

4.3. Data Collection 

The field interviews and participant observations were conducted during the sumrner 

period in 2000. Sample case selection was considered a month before the fieldwork was 

conductcd. Because of the exploratory nature of this research and the limited resources 

available to the researcher. accessibility, rather than representativeness. was the most 

important concem. It is undentood that when case studies are properly undertaken, they 

should not only reflect the specific organizations, but generaily represent sirnilar 

organizations (Berg, i998). In this case, we do not contend that the marketing activities 

of the TVEs' involved in this study inform us why al1 other TVEs conduct marketing 

activities. Wr do contend, however, that this study suggests an explanation for why sorne 

other TVEs are likely to do so. The logic behind this has to do with the fact that few 

human behaviors are unique, idiosyncratic, and spontaneous. Thus case study does have 

scienti tic value even though the question of representativeness is not addressed (Berg, 

1998). 



Company 
Code No. 

Location Accessing 
approach 

Statu in 
this research 

Reason for 
exclusion 

O 1 
(F.H. Food) 

Food 
- - -  

Huai yin Guide 
used 

Analyzed 

Garment Yangzhou Guide 
used 

Anal yzed 

Food Taizhou Guide 
used 

- -- 

Anal yzed 
(J.J. Food) 

Guide 
used 

Investigated Incomplete 
information 

provided 

Garment Guide 
used 

Visited Unwi llingness 
to cooperate 

fully 

Sports shot Wuxi Guide 
used 

Visited Unwillingness 
to cooperate 

fully 

Daily 
necessi tie! 

Huai yin Phone 
cal1 

Invitation 
re fused 

Garment Y ancheng Phone 
cal1 

Invitation 
re fùsed 

Table 2: A List of the Enterprises Approached in This Research 



E i ~ h t  TVEs (See Table 1) in Jiangsu Province were contacted. Not surprisingly, two of 

theni refused the invitation to participate. The researcher contacted the two companies 

directly with a researcher's identity, and no guides were available. The failures provided 

side evidence showing the very importance of guides. Another three were visited but were 

rscluded froni analysis because of either incomplete information provided or 

ui~willingness to cooperate fully as only brief interviews were agreed upon. The 

remaining three TVEs were investigated. They kindly provided as much information as 

they could. The researcher was given pnvileges so that interviews and observations could 

bs conductrd as necded. An average of five working days was spent in field investigation 

for cach case. 

X number of qualitative data collection techniques including semi-smictured in-depth 

interviews and participant observation were used to gather field data. Creswell (1998) 

noies that. although approaches to data collection have continually expanded in the 

qualitative area, two of the four basic types of information collection techniques are 

observations and interviews. The technique of in-depth interview was chosen because it 

has considerable advantages over other quantitative techniques in enabling respondents to 

give explanations for their perceptions to extemal and intemal variables, their attitudes to 

marketing? and their operations in terms of marketing activities. Using the participant 

observation technique, the researcher is able to observe the naturally unfolding worlds of 

the informants under study (Berg, 1998). This includes those times when several parties 

in the field corne together to spontaneously hold a conversation, discussion, or argument. 



This naiural evolution cannot be presented in any artificially created situation (Berg, 

1998). Morgan (1989) suggested that, in effect, researchers tended to conduct participant 

obsenration in settings where there was something available to observe. Topics such as 

orpnizations and organizational structures seem especially well suited for participant 

observation. Indeed, the observations conducted in staff offices, factory sales ourlets, and 

production workshops dramatically e ~ c h e d  our research data. 

Before field intenriews were conducted. a number of open-ended questions were 

predcterniined. Using the proposed Framework as  a guide, the questions were grouped 

into the dimensions of perceptions of environments, competitive advantages and business 

stratcgy. and marketing strategy and tactics (see Appendix). For each question some 

probcs were prepared to provide a way to draw out more complete ideas from the 

respondcnts. Two scheduled interviews of the general manager and the marketing (or 

sales) department manager were conducted in each of the three TVEs. In the course of the 

interviews, the questions were asked in a systematic and consistent order, but 

interviewes were nllowed Freedom to digress; actually they were expected to venture far 

bryond the direct answers to those predetermined questions. The interviews varied in 

durntion from bvo to five hours. 

Observations were carried out in ail the staff offices of hnctional departrnents in their 

head offices and some branch ofices of the three TVEs, as well as their workshops. In a 

very friendly and relzxed way, the researcher was often told stories of situations in the 

salespersons' or marketers' daily business lives. Observations were also conducted in 



some points of sale where valuable data such as conversations among salesclerks and 

customers were collected. 

Al1 the interviews with the general managers were tape-recorded. Field notes were 

immediately made after other interviews and observations. It is important to note that the 

data is "natural"; it was collected in natural settings with a low possibility of 

contamination by research procedures. If the researcher were to use quantitative 

techniques such as an experiment or a questionnaire survey for this study, the data would 

appear to be relevant to the research frame, but could only be answered in the 

researcher's terms. In contrat, qualitative techniques permit the "real world", or at least 

the respondents' real world, to shape the data (Anderson et al. 1999). 

In the next chapter, we will present an analysis of the information obtained at the three 

TVEs, namcly, F.H. Food, XT Garment, and J.J. Food. For the sake of protecting 

business secrets and privacy, al1 the narnes of the companies and the persons involved 

liave been changed. 



V. CASE 1: F. H. FOOD CO., LTD. 

5.1. The Company 

Originating in a sma ,11 flour mi 11, F.H. Food Co. Ltd. is a TVE that engages in 

manufacturing instant noodle product. It has four production lines, with a total production 

capacity of 9 million bags per rnonth. Mr. Wang, the General Manager, has been 

associated with the company since the company was founded in 1988, when he was the 

dircctor of the flour rnill. He is regarded as one of the wisest people in his township. 

In 19SS. aRer thsir visit to the southern coastal cities where instant noodle was initially 

promoted. the leaders of the township decided to transfonn the small flour mil1 into an 

instant noodle factory with investment of about CJ300,OOO. At that time, the Chinese 

;ovemment promoted a policy to encourage the deveiopment of T M s  so "it was qtiire 

e q v  ro get o lonnj-onr h e  batik at that rime" (Mr. Wang). But one year later, following 

the rectification policy aimed at cooling down the hot national economy, the money 

market turned very tight and the development of TVEs was Iimited. "AII we corild do ~ 7 s  

to t?luittr~i~i rhe operariotz " (Mr.Wang). 



1 . 2 .  Taking-Off 

In the next two years the Russian market saved F.H. Food when frontier barter trade 

brrwxn China and Russia exploded "as ifin oue night and the dernand for low-grade 

ilisrurit ~roodle seemed so strong that ive cotrld hardlv believe that mab ig  monq \vas so 

ecisy" (Mr. Wang). In the first year as F.H. Food's business spanned the Sino-Russia 

frontirr. its sales volume tnpled compared with that in the year before, reaching near 

CS l . 5 M  Xctually very high nsks were hidden behind the barter trade. Due to various 

reasons. there were scnous probiems in terms of money withdrawal in this business. F.H. 

Food was fortunate that it earned money from barter trade; many other producers were 

ruined because they sold the goods and failed to collect the money. "We niade the 

decisio~i to reject al1 tlie folloivirig orders rind rrirned to the doniesric market quickh rvhen 

i1.e reolized r h t  there iuere too ma- dangers beyorid otir control in rlre barter trade" 

( hlr. Wang). 

Fonunately the domestic market recovered and showed potential in 1992. F.H. Food 

made one more important decision to re-position its products as mid-gade bag noodle at 

a low price. They purchased a production line of another factory that was facing closing 

down due to its failure to collect money from the buyer in a Sino-Russia barter trade. 

From then on, F.H. Food has been concentrating on the domestic market. In 1996, the 

sales volume of F.H. brand instant noodle reached a new record of about CS 25M. 



5.2. The Chinese Instant Noodle Market 

In 1996 instant noodle was almost a CS 3 billion business in China and the consurnption 

level reached 10 bags per capita. Although the number per capita was only one fiRh of 

tliat in Japan in the çame year, the growth rate stayed dramatically high since Japan 

introduced this product into the Chinese market fifieen years before. 

Instant noodle product is graded in three Ievels according to different packaging types. 

Hijh-grride instant noodle is packed with foarn bowl (bowl noodle). with two pieces of 

different seasonings and a spoon in it. The retailing pnces of bowl noodle range fiom 3 to 

3.5 Yuan. Mid-grade product is packed in a plastic bag (bag noodle), with hvo pieces of 

different seasonings in it. Mid-grade bag noodle is usually pnced in the range of 1.5 to 

1.7 Yuan. Low-grade product is also packed with bag, but with only a single kind of 

seasoning in the bag. The low-grade bag noodle is sold at the lowest pnce level, from 0.6 

to 1 Yuan. 

The main benefits an instant noodle product delivers to consumers are convenience, 

hygiene, and satisfaction of hunger. Instant noodle satisfies Chinese consuners' 



preferences to "color". "fragrance", and "flavor", the three basic features in a Chinese 

dish. It is also very consistent with the habit in Chinese cuisine that aimost everythng 

should be heated before eating. Arnong the most important factors that has made this 

product so popular in China is that the mobility of Chinese people has increased 

drmatically since the open policy was undertaken twenty years ago. For millions of 

trawlers. hot watcr c m  br accessed evetywhere, not only in the hotels, but also in trains 

(a basic means of travel in China) and in railway stations. Hot water is the only basic 

ingredient for the use of instant noodle product. Another important fact is that the present 

average pricr of instant noodle is cheaper than that of fifieen years ago when it was 

initially prornoted in China, while the average personal income has been increased 

signi ficmtly. 

5.3. Cornpetition 

Companies in this industry c m  be roughly divided into three categories. In the first 

category are Mr. Kang and Tongyi, both Taiwan-based companies, which are absolutely 

dominant in the bowl noodle market; their financial strength and sales volume is far 

greater than that of any other companies in the industry. In the second category, Huafeng, 

Hualong and some other national brands hold the lead in the bag noodle market. 

Numerous unknown local brands in the third category have to survive in the low-grade 

noodle market. 



Due to too many cornpetiton, companies in the third category struggle in a tough 

situation; enlarging the production scale is commonly regarded as the sole way out. Most 

of the second-category companies have reached a "safe scale", but with the dilemma that 

the growth of their profits cannot at al1 parallel that of their production scale. Another 

serious threat to the second-category companies is thar Mr. Kang and Tongyi, the two 

giants in the fint category, are expanding their product lines to mid-grade bag noodle, 

even thoujh their stntegy to keep their market shares from big loss, at least at present, is 

lou. price or even zero profit. While fighting for monopolization and carving the bowl 

noodle market as Coke and Pepsi do in the world cola market, Mr. Kang and Tongyi have 

to keep cyes not only on the battle between themselves, but also on those second- 

category companies who are getting their feet wet in the bowl noodle market with low 

price strategy. The most dangerous factor for the fint category cornpanies is that they 

have not understood these new brave challengers very well. 

There is little secret in the technology of making instant noodle production. New players 

in the industry are busily rifling through existing companies to poach technical talents, 

which directly contributes to product similarity. Furthemore, given the fact that most of 

the extrinsic and intrinsic features of the product such as packing and seasoning are easy 

to copy, most companies invest linle on R&D. For these companies, product renewal is 

sirnply to follow and imitate what the two giants or any other pioneen do. Under such 

circumstance, the major cornpetition tools in this industry are pnce-cutting and 

promotion. Despite the comrnon initial intention of enlarging their market shares, the 



tangled price wars among the second- and the third-category brands have resulted in no 

discemable gain. 

5.1. Theme 1: Cornpetitor: The Strategic Focal Point 

Mr. Wang showed very serious concem about the heated competition. 

" Ti~ere are roo nfmy procftrcers in this ind~istry. 1 gitess there are at least 130 quite large 
conrpti~ries. rzot tu nientiorl tlzose small oltes. nie compefifion is alnrost nothing but bfood 

9 ,  war. 

The instant noodle market appeared 15 years ago. The market has been growing so fast 

tliat no player in the industry occupies a monopoly position that can threaten new corners 

and stop them from joining the competition. The presence of foreign brands, Mr. Kang 

and Tongyi, changed the market landscape dramatically. They opened and dominated the 

high-grade instant noodle market. But neither of them was strong enough to eliminate 

smaller cornpetiton and to play as a market leader in the whole industry. Instead, they set 

up esamples for those home counterparts to irnitate and follow. Also, their miracles of 

success in the Chinese market-in a short time From not too high starting points-greatly 

rncouragrd F.H. Food as well as other home counterparts. 

"IVlre~r ,Ur. Kmg eritered the mainland market. it rvas a very smalf Company in Taiwan. 
Its htige strccess has testified to the htige potentiaf of instant noodfe. " (Mr. Wang) 

Increasing numbers of small cornpetitors have fragmented the industry because of the 

high growth of the Chinese instant noodle market, the absence of a leading brand in some 



levels of the industry and the diversification of regional markets. These factors have also 

contributed to product similarity. The competition has tumed into a tangled warfield. 

"There are Iiniited ypes of flavors stich as beefi. pork-, chicken-. seafood-. and 
i~ege!ririritl jla vors. aiid evev  producer ofleers alniost nll the types of flavorr. almost 11 o 
tl$ferewes itt seasonings used by different prodiicers. Generally. the prodzicr qualis. 
seeurs )ro big di$iererit anrong dzflerent brands at the sanie grade level. " (Mr. Wang) 

In such a market, Mr. Wang had to choose between imitation and innovation. His choice 

was imitation, which had to do with his perception of customer needs. "Customers. 

especici& nmf  cristuniers. cire alivays Iooking for the cheaper one or the seeniing forger 

m e  ... " In his perception, relatively poor incomes made rural custorners keep eyes on 

pice  and material benefit. Mr. Wang believed ihat the existing types of instant noodle 

had aell satisfied customers' utilitarian needs, thus product innovation was not 

nccessary. More importantly, his experience taught him that to follow the two giants was 

\viser. 

" To do recliiiicd imiovatioris. both the risk and the cost are veiy hi& We ... seldom 
consider rliis kiid of tliiiig (technical innovation). What we shoiild do is IO Iearn front 
othet-s c i r d  to krrow wiiert and what w e  shotild do. " 

In Mr. Wang's perception, it was neither possible nor necessary for his Company to put 

limited resources into product innovation. instead, "innovative imitation" was chosen as 

his stratrgy as more cost-efficient than product innovation. Manager Zhang, the manaser 

of sales and market department, told me a story about a "new product". 



" We ,lever pronioted a 'new product ' (a 'stolen ' idea from competing products) with 
aiivthiiig iieiv. It reolly had better sales than the 'old' one jiut becazrse it Iooked larger. 
I V Ï ~  ire nid ivas rliat ive adopted nvo noodle bloch in one bag instead of one block. 
.-lcnrcil!~* [lie iveiglrrs of the nvo ivere jlut the same and ive had labeled it. lOOg. on the 
horh bugs biit ir seenied nobody cared. They believed the new one rvas 'cheaper ' thon the 
old orle. To proniore the 'new' product. we did poy a high price because Ive had to 
chmge the packing niachine, the prodiictiviy was lower, more packing materials ivere 
irsed, aird everi trampo/talion cost became higlier. But it was worth it becazise rve go! un 
iiicrease of nearlj IO million in sales. " 

Rccognizing its second-class company position, F.H. Food was satisfied with the short- 

run increase in market share through successful innovative imitation. Because this 

strategy undoubtedly would provoke retaliation of the competitors, as self-protection, the 

Company m u t  keep the cost low and the quality high. Mr. Wang's solution was to pursue 

cconomy of scale so as to base their "good life" on low cost. 

" ... I criri do notlziiig but e.rpand nzy production scale as fast us I cati so us to lorver the 
cost so r h r  ive cczn stuy i ~ i  o comparative(v safe area. ... Noiv ive own 4 production lines 
wirh rire toicd production c a p a c i ~  of 9 ntillion bags per nzonth. If it cannot be e'panded 
ro 8 li~les with 20 million bags (per month) 111 a short tinie. we caniiot apect  a good life. " 

Facing so niany competitors and similar products, the company had to position itself very 

carefully. Again, it based its positioning choice on cornparison with the cornpetitors in 

terms of cornpetitive capabilities. 

"Ive lza~v iio chunce iti the high-grade market rhat has been dominated b-v kir. Kang and 
Tivr@. I kmw I carinot beut theni because they are so strong in firiunce and technique 
drul I carviot match them. Ive position our prodirct as low price with meditrnr qzrali&. In 
rlzis catego? no conzpany is srrong enough to beat us in a short time." (ML Wang) 



Inconsistent with the notion in classic marketing iheory that positioning should be done 

in the mind of the prospects, F.H. Food based its product positioning on the analysis of 

the competitors. Notice that it  worked well when the Company engaged in extensive 

market development in comparatively less-cornpetitive rural market rather than in 

intensive market penetrrition in urban market where the pressure from competition was 

hi;h. Or we should say that it was the high growth of rural markets in terms of 

gcogaphic extension that left plenty of room for F.H. Food to "beat the competitors iviih 

out- diligcllct?. but nor the excellence of orrr prodrlci or orrr cleverness". 

5.5. Theme 2 :  Marketing Tactics: Context-Bound Communication 

.An apparent phenomenon in the Chinese market is that the rural market has been far From 

full y developed while competition in the urban market is becoming white-hot. 

Considering the fact that over two thirds of the Chinese population live in rural areas, the 

potential of the Chinese rural market is almost unimaginable. Several factors that hamper 

companies' promotion of their products in the countryside are: lower per capita income, 

bad conditions of infrastructure, incomplete distribution chmels ,  conservative 

consumption patterns, and so on. But behind these obstacles are huge market 

opportunities. Mr. Wang enjoyed what they had captured in rurai market. 

"Ft'e spe,it a lor of m o n p  ro proniote oirr products in the urban market btn Ive ivere noi 
i3e,?, snrisfied rrith the profit perjiornzance, which we believe was the resirlt of high 
pronrotion expenditures. Surprisin& otir gain in the mral market for erceeded our 
e.rpectuiiom. CVe found a neiv land in the rural area and we decided to put more energy 
i~ito dmeloping the mral market, which was tliought &y mosr of the conyunies a gume 
rlot ivorth the candle. " 



F.H. Food initially promoted their products to everyone they met, that is, the ahole 

population, without effort to identify their target market. Like many other companies at 

that time. they wanted to get a bite of the pie but they didn't know which part of the pie 

thcy could have. Obviously the limited resources that F.H. Food possessed didn't allow 

them to compete head to head with those larger rivals. But what they owned was a strong 

entrepreneunal posture that gave them a hand in achieving new-market success in a "new 

land". the rural market, which was seen by their rivals to be a nsk to enter. In contrat to 

its imitator position in terms of product and technology, its strong proactive posture in 

market innovation that the Company distance itself from its rivals. 

" iV~ i r  o i ~  pt-odircts are nraidv uinled towards those n m l  faniilies with niid- and low- 
imzotm irhose major coucerns are Zow price and medium qtialiy. Tlzey are ahvays 
lookitig for the clrenper one or the seeming Zarger one when they purcllase instant 
~ioodle. ... To [earti tire market utid to satisb the czistonrers is the onlv wqv to sircceed in 
the t~i<ir-lier. . . .I think the core nieunittg of marketing is [O find a market aitdji~rd the way 
ru uccess if. " (W. Wang) 

Mr. Wang had high sensitivity in finding his market. Also, he showed understanding of 

the importance of customer needs in the implementation of the company's marketing 

tactics. F.H. Food maintained that price and product quality were the most important 

things to its target customers. It firmly based its pricing strategy on the understanding of 

the target customers, making sure that its pricing matched the customers' needs. 

" We have intensive disctissions on oirr pricing issue. Consirmers are very sensitive to the 
prices of the products in th is category. Very ofien nobody bzys yoi<r producf just becailse 
~ a i t r  price is ter1 cents higher than that of orher brands. ... Our price is set a little bit 
lo\t.er h t t  fhat of others becarise thefirst thing that constimers consider before tliey big 
is compuring the prices nmong d%férent brands. and then they consider the qualities. So 



qunlity is a factor tltat can retain the aistomers but not the one that can solicit theni. " 
(Mr. Wang) 

In their daily work, Manager Zhang and h s  colleagues ofken persuade their clients 

(distributors) in thiç way: 

" Yoolr c m  compare F.H. noodle with an. other brands. ï7iose with the same quafi- mzisr 
be n1ore e-rprmiw (tliun F.H.) and those with the same price nitisr be loiver in quality. " 

But i t  is one thing to leam about consumers; it is another thing to satisQ them. Knowing 

n-hat customers need does not necessarily mean knowing how to access and to deliver 

satisfaction to them successfully. This is especially the case in the Chinese rural market. 

"Big imia~zt m o d e  conipanies ustialfy piit a lot of nioiiqv into advertising. For imronce. 
Mr. /("US s p e d s  owr u htindred niiflion on ads eveqr year. It speuds niost of the nion- 
011 TF cot~iniercials. ...(B tir) in rlte countryside, TVsers are rior us popiilar as in cities and 
miy of rliem ore black-and-white. nie effect of rvefl-prodticed TV commercials is even 
nzot-e qiiestiomible. Ftirtllermore. nwal constinters spend much fess finie sirring in front of 
T h  drwr people itz ciries. " (Mr .  Wang) 

Several environmental factors caused Mr. Wang to be concemed over effective 

communication. Poor family incomes, lack of power supply in some rural areas, and 

other reasons shouId be taken into consideration when communication media are chosen. 

More importantly, unlike urban consumers who indulge in watching TV ai home, 

Chinese farmers spend most of their daily time outdoon, working and chatting. Due to 

the characteristics of farming work, f m e r s  seldom get to bed very late and usually get 

up much earlier than people in cities. 



Mr. Wang's concem reflected his emphasis on both the effectiveness and efficiency of 

communication through advertising. With their deep understanding of the contextual 

conditions of the rural market and their familiarity to their target customen, F.H. Food 

found its own way in terms of effective and efficient advertising in rural market. 

Mr. Zhang depicted what they did in the rural market. 

"We slrrr(i do advertire. bict not ivitli mperzsive velticles. The effectiveness of o w  
uiii*ertisi~rg is (rbsolirtefy good. The ivalls of farmers ' lio~ises facing villuge roads are the 
hesr curriers. Sonletinies I O  Yirun is etlorigli to /rd/-v bmsh ozrr uds on the wafl. So 
sotrtetii~ies n1.o or tllree rhotisand Yuan can nrake yoiir a& seel, eveyvhere itr thai 
toirris frip. " 

On the walls and al1 over the villages, F.H. Food exposed its advertising to the rural 

target audience with extremely intensive reach, high frequency, and great impact. 

Although such kind of marketing tactics seem specific and trivial, there are some lessons 

to be leamed that may be more basic. What is immediately evident is that marketing 

communication is complex and context bound. It should be seen to be specific, not 

broadcast. This type of advertising would not be created without consideration of specific 

social contest. Given the comparatively poor incomes of Chinese rural farnilies and their 

crudely-made houses, a low compensation would be enough to make farmers disregard 

the ads as a violation of their private properties, instead, it would be viewed as decorating 

the houses. 



Stones of the sales promotion employed by F.H. Food also revealed information about 

how social factors were taken advantage of when practical promotion tools other than 

price cut were developed in the context. 

"Receti- ive pu! u curtoon card in each bag thar costs 2 cents. The cartoon cards are 
colotfiil atid sonle sir or eiglzt serial cards composed a simple s t o y .  nie): are qriite 
cirrrmrive ro cliildre~i. Ifclriklren like it, they will ask iheir parents to bzy. " (Mr. Zhang) 

Due to the poor income of their parents, children in Chinese countryside have few toys. 

Such a small plaything as the little colored cartoon cards that would be thrown away by 

children in cities are treasured by them because it bnngs thcm happiness. Through a bag 

of noodle with the cartoon card, F.H. Food delivered to the families of their customers 

more than their expectation of the noodle itself. The perceived value of the card- 

somrthing that could bring happiness to their children-was much higher than 2 cents to 

the family. The hmily is the most important consumer-buying organization in society, 

and family members constitute the most influential primary reference group. Marketers 

should always pay attention to the roles and relative influence of different fmily 

members, which may Vary widely in different societies. In the Chinese context, "one 

family, one child" policy has made the child have greater influence on a Chinese family's 

daily expenditure. In many cases, winning the heart of the child means winning the 

chance of business. F.H. Food successhilly made the child into a strong persuader and 

influencer involved in the purchase decision. 

While numerous chain stores, supermarkets, and big department stores characterize 

Chinese urban retail outlets, farmen go to millions of neighborhood stores to buy daily 



necessities. Distributing to these small stores is so slow and expensive that it prevents 

many consumer goods from promoting in rural market. F.H. Food developed its 

distribution c hanne1 there and the channel became one of their salient advantages versus 

comperition. What they did was to contnct the sales in each region to each salesperson 

and prepaid them some amount of promotion expenditure, plus a certain number of goods 

for advance selling. 

" b71er1 ii~rkitig iti a new corirtt~- nrarket. ive o/ren start froni the largest towriship. First. 
ire select cloivtitoiwl stores in that torvnsltip. some of theni may be local distributors tliere. 
to t d e  otrr goods for advartce selling. We pprrt posters in the stores. ntey like advance 
sellitrg becoiise rliq dort 't have to pqv an-vthing, and it makes rlrenr believe that we are 
strotig etioiig/r to give al1 the distributors fînancial support. yyou rvarit them to pay yozi 
before rhev have received nione-vfrorn tlteir ncstomers. it ivill be hard to get their tnut 
urid rhqi icill trever be interested in o i i r  prodzicts. We nray also Iiire some students to sell 
oiirprodtrcts al cotmtry fairs that are important doi& necessities markets for farniers. In 
the first otte or riïo montlis. promotion is necessa-. say. aistomers c m  collect three 
a ~ r p t ~ ~  b q s  for one free (briying dtree getting one free). Afier rve do so iti three or five 
toiimrislitps. ir ivill be nirich easier to jirrd good counry-level distribiitors becawe we have 
'heured ' the ~nurker. Ofren the? fitrd us before we find them. General[v bal/ a year is 
e~totrgh irt olie couriîy Orne rlrejîrsl coutrty is dotle. the tiearby counties ivill be easy to 
do. Su if ive do ive11 in one coutiy, then we i d  be srmess in a Zarger region. 1?1 tliis ivay 
ire curi develop 30 new cotinv-level niarkets in one year. " (Mr. Zhang) 

Mr. Zhang and his colieagues did excellent jobs because they understood not only the 

distributors but also the retailers in the rural market, and they did so not only 

economically, but also socially and psychologically. The old saying "following the 

neighbor" has long been one of the features of Chinese fmer s '  behaviors, which mirrors 

the feature of a collectivist society. Tnose who do something better than others will 

naturally become the exarnple for his neighbon to follow. Small retailen like to follow 

bigger ones and downtown stores in the township are usually examples for neighborhood 

stores in villages. The goods that sell well in a large township today will be sold in other 



small townships tomorrow. These collec tivist features have important marketing 

implications in terms of consumer behaviors and business practices. Either consumers or 

business organizations tend to see what others are doing and follow their examples, and 

we cal1 this "example effect". Taking advantage of such "exarnple effect", F.H. Food 

drveloped its distribution channel efficiently. 

5.6. Theme 3: Community Governrnent: A Stakeholder 

For many companies in China, govemment influence is otten considered crucial, either 

hvorable or unfavorable. Mr. Wang's reaction was positive when the question 

conceming the influence of governrnent policies on his business was asked. 

"Oirr conrpmy is <i nlral enterprise. It hns ma- iiii)igs to do ivith local farmers. So 
mm). sitrphts furnring faborers are ivorh-ing in the factory ami we provide revenrtes /or 
rlie roii-mlujx iVatirruf(v the torunsliip governrnent nlrvays does its best io sarisfi our 
corrpiy i~r it-kat it c m  do. mclz as jinancial credit gtarmitee. land use, and enrployment. 
... II provides protectio~l for us ivhe~i the central economic policies are itnfavorable ro 
T FEs. " 

There are obvious mutual iriterests between F.H. Food and the township govement .  

F.H. Food is owned by al1 the memben of the township communities collectively in 

name, but by the township govemment in reality. The initial objectives for the 

cornmunity govemment to create F.H. Food were profit maximization, output 

rnuimization. employee income maximization, and community benefit mêuimization. 

That is. F.H. Food performs certain functions for the cornmunity govemment. While F.H. 



Food constitutes one of the primary sources of revenue for the comrnunity government, it 

also receives enormous arnounts of aid Erom the government. 

To protect the mutual benefits, the community government assists F.H. Food greatly in 

securing production factors such as land and working laborers, accessing infiasmicture, 

rtrranging marksting channels, and taking advantages of central govemment policies. 

Analyzing the company's history, we are exposed to important evidence that manifests 

the geat.  sometimes determinant, influence of the assistance fiom the community 

sovcmment on the business activities of F.H. Food. On one hand, the township 

government has lent a hand to F.H. Food in its marketing activities. In the Russian 

market. for instance, the township govemment played an agent's role, assisting F.H. Food 

to locaie clients and to withdraw money. In addition, the credit guarantee From the 

township govemment made it possible for F.H. Food to get an extra bank loan that would 

othenvise not have been pranted. 

The credit guarantee from the township govenunent has effectiveiy cushioned possible 

harms and amplified the potential benefits to F.H. Food brought by the cyclical 

fluctuations of central economic policies. In China, govemmental economic polices 

endure cyclical movernents dong with the fluctuations of domestic and international 

political and economic circurnstances. It is especially the case in terms of financial 

policies conceming TVEs. When the govenunent emphasizes economic growth, a very 

loose money market will be encouraged and TVEs always show much better 

performances by their more market-oriented characteristic (Deng and D a . ,  1995). When 



the Chinese economy is too "hot", which has been the case recently, TVEs' grow with a 

high rate and the money market will be constrained. In this case, TVEs will suffer rnuch 

more than state-owned enterprises protected by the central govement.  It was the credit 

guarantee from the community govemment that mauimized the effects of favorable 

central govement  policies and minimized that of unfavorable ones to F.H. Food in 

izrms of fund raising. 

5.7. Theme 4: Personal Experience: The Basis of Marketing Decision 

"S[+itig itr rhe itrdistry. p l i  i d 1  natriruliy leorn more and niore abolit the consrtnzers 
irtrd orlier conipcitiies. ... E.rperie>rce is ofren more important than investigutiori. Tkroiigh 
iirrvsrig<iriori yori i d 1  get n loi of injûrnzation but i/yoii wallr tu hxow ivizether the 
Uiforvrcr[iotl is correct or false, )*ou have to nnlake an acnmte  judgement which relies 
Izeaii!,. otr yoiir riclt e~perience. " (Mr. Wang) 

I t  was the salespersons' feedback that was relied on to collect and report data, rather than 

normal marketing research. Then based on persona1 experience, subjective judgements 

and decisions were made. In addition, they were much more interested in collecting the 

information related to compet i t~s  than in that related to consumers This pattern of 

decision making process had many things to do with Mr. Wang's perception to the role of 

customer needs in his business. 

Mr. Wang appreciated the influence of customer needs to his business, but he did not 

think that consumen were always right. Consequently, he believed that the Company 

should "guide" consumers in some ways. In the long history of planned economy, 



Chinese consumers used to have their consumption behaviors detemined and arranged 

by extemal powers that basically ignored individual preference due to very low persona1 

incomes and shon supply. Almost al1 of the daily necessities were allocated to 

households by the State without any options, and the quantities were strictly limited, 

while people's income didn't allow them to purchase more than what they had to have For 

survival. When facing the increasing choices of persona1 consumption brouphi by the 

sconomic transition in the past 20 years, the Chinese consumen have been involved in 

the leriming process of becoming mature consumers. Firms who adapted io the economic 

transition rapidly in the early stage of eccnomic reforrn ofien played the role of market 

rducators and, in fact, power exercisers in market, taking the positive position in 

supplier-consumer relation. In such circumstance Mr. Wang's expenence did work well 

for him to leam or even to "create" the market which has contributed to the previous 

success of his Company. The previous success in tum enhanced his confidence in his past 

cxperience. 

4Ir. Wang tended to believe that customer needs should be viewed as a collective 

phenornenon where consideration of overall estimation was more appropriate than 

individual evaluation. China has been recognized as a collectivist society and Chinese 

ne& may range from social to physiological to safety to self-actualization in the senice 

of society. instead of individual aggrandizement (Nevis, 1 983). This collectivist feature 

of social culture results in a tendency for organizations to estimate people's needs from a 

collective perspective where the differences in individual preferences are not emphasized. 

Unlike formal marketing research that is based on the emphasis of individual preference, 



persona1 experience may work to simply contribute to overall estimation. It may suggest 

the reason why Mr. Wang put more emphasis on persona1 expenences when it came to 

market investigation. 

In addition, a lack of basic marketing research infrastructure such as accessible 

information sources. quali fied agencies, and skilled personnel makes it di ficult to 

conduct necessary marketing research. Al1 the numbers and facts Mr. Wang cited in his 

statement conceming the industry and the market were quoted from newspapen. News 

report in papers seemed to be the only available source for Mr. Wang to leam more than 

what "is lieard' and what "I gzress". Consequently, only intuitive judgements could be 

made to estimate the cornpetitors and to evaluate the consumen. 

F.H. Food as a pss - root  enterprise had no inbom marketing ability. It was bom at 

almost the same time as when such words as "marketing", "competition", and "consumer 

needs" had been introduced to both Chinese consurnen and enterprises. No one in F.H. 

Food had any marketing education background. Doing marketing was a learning process 

for the Company. The presence of foreign companies and brands in the industry provided 

marketing esamples for F.H. Food to imitate. However. they didn't simply imitate, they 

used cost-efficient innovative imitation to create product strategy. 



But imitation was not the only thine the company did in its marketing practices. Oriented 

towards entrepreneurship, it identified and developed its own competitive advantage in 

market expansion, which was an important element in its marketing strategy. Our 

findings strongly support Dess, Lumphn, and Covin's (1997) conclusion that uncertain 

and complex environments necessitate a strong entrepreneunal posture in strategy 

making. Market expansion might be the key to F.H. Food's success. Entrepreneurship 

cncouraged F.H. Food to have a high sensitivity towards the market and adaptability to 

competition that is shared by many Chinese T VEs. 

The intensified competition had crucial influence on F.H. Food management's 

perceptions to the environment. It focused on its cornpetitors. The two salient features of 

a conipetitive market are customers and cornpetiton (Day and Nedungadi, 1994). The 

company's strategic actions were significantly based on the assessrnent of its competitive 

capabilities compared with its cornpetitors and expected competitive reactions. 

Correspondingly. the company gauged its competitive edge and marketing performance 

on the basis of cost and profitability comparisons with cornpetitors. Through competitor- 

centered market analysis, F.H. Food formulated its marketing strategy and tactics that 

avoided cornpetition with strong rivals, head to head. 

LVhiIe competitor impact dominated the company's strategic choice, custorner needs were 

iaken seriously in its implernentation of marketing tactics. The company recognized the 

importance of customer needs to its market performance and formed a set of context- 

bound marketing tactics to fit the rural market. Given the unique features of m a l  



consumers in terms of living style and consumption patterns, it is not as simple to satisv 

price-sensitive consumers as it looks. Using howledge brought by experience, F.H. Food 

developed its own effective and efficient marketing pnctices tailored for the target 

market in tems of communication and distribution. 

Previous success and cultural background enhanced the management's confidence with 

irs experience in meeting customer needs. In addition, since customer needs were 

assurned to be simple and homogenous, the major concern in meeting customer needs 

\vas how to reach the consumers, while consumers' reactions received little attention. 

Basically, the communication between the Company and its customers was one-way. 

Personal experience played a key role in the company's strategic decision-making and 

straiegy formulation process. Observing the information search and usage pattern of the 

compmy, iis sales force was the major information channel and the manager tended to 

make intuitive judgement based on personal expenence. In contrast, formal marketing 

research was not appreciated. Due to the limitation of experience, there was the potential 

for the Company to under-evaluate or misunderstand the changes of important 

environmental factors such increasingly cornplicated customer needs as the Chinese 

market evolved toward a mature one. It becarne evident when the development of F.H. 

Food's business becarne stagnated alter 1996. 



VI. CASE 2: XT G M M E N T  CO., LTD. 

6.1. The Company Profile 

Locritsd in a small township with about 300 employees, XT G m e n t  now manufactures 

garment products for both dornestic and international markets. Its main product is an XT 

brand suit. In 1999, its sales voIume reached CS 17M. 

MI-. Yang. now the General Manager of XT Garment, and some of his fiiends created a 

srnall garnient processing factory in 1980 with the intention to make use of the scrap 

material and substandard product that were thrown away by a nearby county-owned 

woolen mill. With six sewing machines and an old building provided by the township 

zovemrnent. the small Factory started its business. They had an old Fnend who 
CI 

recommended the factory for processing Chinese tunic suits that were in fashion at that 

time for a garment store in Shanghai. The only technician was a senior tailor from 

Yangzhou city 20 kilometers away from their township, who carne to work only on 

weekends. In the first year, XT Garment sold about CS 10,000 Chinese tunic suits. 

Two yrars later. Western-style suits for school uniforms appeared in some univenihes. 

XT Garment came to a prompt decision to contract school unifom business from 

universit ies. "Eves  irniversity in Jinagsu. Shanghai and nearby regions was called in a 

rw?. slzon tirne. We were highly rvelcomed becatrse slrrdents in these universities loriged 



ro be dresseci ivith silits biit f i  state-owned factories in cities ivere ivilling to do the 

bitsiriess. It ivas ZOO new a thing for them and th- jzut didn't wmit to change doing the 

same old stt%fi~i prodiction. It is really good business. They reldorn bargain wirh us and 

U / I I Y ~ T  p q l  il1 udvame'*(Mr. Yang). To follow the nation-wide fashion, many enterprises 

and administrative units in cities also began to buy suits for their employees as allotted 

material benefits. In 1953, XT Carment's sales volume reached over CS300,OOO. "The 

thitzg ive iïere most worried abolit was tlrar ive corildn 'tjinish so ma- orders. You know 

ci11 diese ortiers irere paid in udvurice"(Mr. Yang). Their products were not branded until 

1987 when TVE development was warmly encouraged by the state governrnent and XT 

Garment gained a loan about CS700,OOO to replace their production lines and factory 

buildings. In that year, the company created its brand "ABC". It began to ascend to the 

farnily of Chinese first-class g m e n t  producen. 

blr. Yang concluded when talking about the company history. 

" T/le siiccess of un enterprise depetrds on 60th market opporlriiih and good government 
poliq: ... Itz 1980, Mr. Hu Yaobang (the former Chinese leader) took the lead îo Wear a 
silit mt1 eireqme fo[lowed hirrz in one night. Ke seized a huge opportuniv alrnost 
wirltoiit eflort. It sent to yovoirr door and yozr coirld sure earn nzoney if onl-v o u  got 
odmard. Fl?ien good poficy is rmdertaken. money ivill be sen1 to Four door if on& o u  
halle good prodztcts. " 

6.2. Therne 1 : Entrepreneurship: The Key Orientation 

When we examine the company's history, it c m  be found that it was their strong impulse 

to seek opportunity that helped them start the business and then to find the right position 



for themselves in the market. Opportunity-seeking is ofien associated with 

entrspreneurship. In the interview with Mr. Yang, he described the ambitious goal he set 

for XT Gan-nent-to create brand name for the cornmon Chinese people. 

".\!Y slogu,~ is 'Crerite Brand Name for Commorz Chinese People '. Wien we begm to 
etigLrge i}i ririt protltictioni. tliere ivere no ivell-hmown domestic brands wliile foreign 
h t ~ i d s  wet-e too expensive for commotz people to afford. We saiv tliat once siiits became 
popth,: rhere rroiild emerge (i hiige market. Chitiese enterprises sl~otiicl create otir oivn 
hru)id-niut~re prorlircrs thot cire uffordable for conimon people. The present situation is 
rhat foreigtr hmnds dont 't ivant high market sliares. Nutead, th- seek extra pro@. None 
of the doniestic hrnnicls c m  domittare the market. Noiv .ABC is uniotig the 'Big Ten ' 
Cliiwse b r n d  nanies. But I rlzink it is on[ï ut rhe beginning of realizinlg our slogan." 
( Mr. Yang) 

htr. Yang drove the company to move forward dong his ambitious goal when the 

company was still a very small township enterprise. He instilled his ideal into every 

cmployee's rnind. changing a slogan into a particular value system shared by the whole 

corn pan y. He asked his emp Io yees to consider "ivhetker it is in con formih ivith oor goaf' 

when they did their jobs. A strong leader who possessed a particulu value system. Mr. 

Yang showed his essential qualification as an entrepreneur. 

People may argue that entrepreneurship should be enduring and it cannot be concluded 

through accidental examples of opportunity-seizing or a piecing together of words like a 

slogan. Mr. Yang's statement of his company's strategy gave us some other cues. 

"CVe have a trilogv for our branding strategy. nie first objective is to change our brand 
irlrugc fronr a regional brand to a nation-wide brand and more importantZy. to make it a 
realiy narion-livide prodtrct with a larger market share. It wifl szgnt$cantly improve oirr 
conipetitiia position in the indtrstry. The second thing is to set up a partnersliip 
corporution ivith otir foreign client to EX-port our prodtccts with otir own brand (instead of 
witli that of the client 2). Through ihis window. it will be possible for us to fofloiv the 



ivorld's latest trends of development in technology, pattern, and orher aspects on o w  owt 
Niitiutive. The third tliirzg is that ive will adjut ozrr produet stmctzrre to malch the change 
of the bra~ld. Orrce ive have realiied the trilugy, \ive wiil reach n very initial posirion 
crnroug the conzpetitiorz. " (Mr. Yang) 

The Chinese suit market reveals a regional characteristic, and regional consumption 

patterns differ sigificantly. It also lacks a developed marketing infrastructure such as a 

national-level distribution system. Al1 these factors hamper the ernergence of a nation- 

uide product. That is the reason why "jioreign hrarzds don 't want higlz market slrare". 

Most of the domestic companies also have little interest in taking the tisks to promote 

their products in the underdeveloped national market. But in Mr. Yang's perception, 

thsse w r e  also interprrted as opportunities. In his words, "when everyone says there is 

no chance. then you have a chance." He identified the chance for his Company to expand 

its business. so he took new market entry as the core of the company's strategy, that is. 

entering the national market. New entry, as Lumpkin and Dess (1996) suggested. is the 

essential quality of entrepreneurship, as well as the launching of new ventures. Mr. Yang 

knew that entering a new market and setting up new ventures could be highly nsky, but 

what he sought was the great opportunities hidden behind the high risks. He would rather 

have taken the risks than to have given up the opportunities. 

It is not exaggerated to Say that the company's branding strategy was very aggressive. So 

was its advertising strategy. When talking about their advertising practice, Mr. Guo, the 

manager of the sales department, compared the appeal of the advertising of ABC brand 

with that of Firs (another one of the "Big Ten"): 



" ... Fin states hot to be too unrestrciined '. We don 't lhink that 'imres~ained life ' is 
uppeciiitig to comr?tori Chinese peopfe. In contrast. the appeal of otrr advertising is 
'visible rwteriul berlefis '. It is also in conformiv with our prirzciple of 'brand nanie for 
conrnion Cltitzese people '. We believe working-cfass people. especialij the mid-aged 
prefer marerial benejits [O other kinds of appenfs. In fact. more and more mid-aged 
workirig-closs nrstomers fike to bi<v ozrr pvodi~ts ... " 

The company's branding strategy was irnpressive not only with its aggressiveness, but 

also with its risk-taking. Although there were nsks, XT Garment punued exporting the 

products with its own brand. It was viewed as a great way to increase the brand equity 

and to improve the company image in the domestic market. As Mr. Yang said 

"tlei&pi,tg rhe export blisiriess /ras mrotlier psychofogicaf injl~ierzce on home 

coiisio?iers". he undentood the deeper social and economic factors that underlie such 

influence. For a long time, in China there was obvious di fference between the quaiity of 

domestic sold goods and that of exported goods. Infenor quality always described the 

goods sold in the home market. Chinese consumen tend to believe that the quality of the 

products that are produced by a Company with export business should be better than the 

quality of the products that are produced by a company that merely serves the domestic 

market. 

S T  Garment also "spent a for of mon- tu contract design erperts from Hotzg Kong and 

Tui~r.ntz ro do some design rvork". They knew that, because of both social and practical 

reasons, Chinese consumers tend to view the products designed by experts From Hong 

Kong or Taiwan as the products designed by foreign designers, thus tend to believe such 



products have supenor performance. Although such investments could be nsky, they 

dyed their brand with an international color hoping to allure more home consumers. 

Since its initiation, XT G m e n t  had been proactively seeking oppominities that could 

benrtit the Company. Driven by their belief in creating a brand name for common 

Chinese consumers, they would rather take the high risks of developing a new market and 

nea  ventures aggressively. As Dess, Lumpkin, and Covin's (1997) concluded, 

entrepreneurship must be associated with opportunity seeking, risk taking, and decision 

action catslyzed by a strong leader possessed of a particular value system. 

Entrepreneursliip was a key orientation of XT Garment and produced great influence on 

the company's competitive strategy. 

6.3. Theme 2: Girarrxi: The bIagic of Relationship 

Mr. Yang put relationship, that is, gziami, in the first place when he was asked what 

kinds of advantages his Company possess cornpared with his cornpetitors. 

" I ç é  otrerecf the iridttstry very earlv and ive enjoy good interpersomtl relationships Z F I  mir 
ho- ib~rt îo ,~  cllamel. Core menibers in otrr Company have been working Iiere for a long 
tinie utrd ir has broright a veT good and stable interpersonal nenvork. The nenvork can 
rente& niutgo clefects of oitr Company. " 

Gttunxi often plays a key role in terms of marketing in the Chinese context. in fact the 

concept of relationship is by no means unique to China. Marketing theory has long 

advised Western firms to choose a relationship marketing approach for key customen 

and a transactional approach for the less important ones. Ganesan (1994) notes that the 



interest in relationship marketing may be due to a need for a sustainable competitive 

advantage. Relationship marketing has its roots in North Amencan and European 

cultures. But it could be considered even more appropriate within China's cultural 

context, for the Chinese tend to prefer long-term personalized and mutual cooperation as 

the basis for most of their business dealings. Mr. Yang highly valued the role of 

relationships in the marketing activities of his company. 

"Xo mutter i h ~ t  kitd of methodr. evetytkitig that helps sales is nrarketing. For lis. the 
rit rt r i d  Distributors Party niny be die most important marketing activiîy. For instance. 
ozrr Yeur 2000 Pa- >vas held jirst a nionth ago. It took alnlost two months to prepare 
witk 20 persom involved and the party lasted 5 days in Jinglin Hotel (a five-star hotel). 
300 locczl clistribiitors /rom dflerent regions were invited incltiding nrany big departnient 
stores drat Ilrive ttot been oirr distribiriors yer. More than 180 oirt of tlzem attended. We 
hookeri 6 jloors of the hotei atid paid for evendzing itlclirditig food, acconimodation. 
eirtertrii>r»ietrr. alrd sighi-seeingfor the gtiesis. in addition. a 300-Yuan gifr ivas give?i to 
mc/r grest. 220 nriifioti Ytran (about CS400.000) ivas spent on if. Ail of ozir company 
f~.ciders shoirped irp fioni the beginnitig to the end. The party was held for friendship. but 
trot /or btoitress. Itrvestittg in friendship per se is marketing. A12 the guests are our 
ji-ie~~ds. The party is the best wa-v for ris to set up and consoiidare good relationships with 
hoth old friends and nav ones. It S rea& an eflcient way to erpand oirr distribution to 
treiv regiotn. IVE never ask any piest to bring his order with him. btir more or less. he i d 1  
he sio-e io bring it to saveface. No matter how many orders we received at the Party. it 's 
iiwtli doiiig becuiise it 's an itwestnient for the fzrtitre. Moreover. a good Distributors 
Prirty de/itlitely lias positive injllietice for jitriire brisi~less. It S also a good chance for 
horli olrr conipa- and the giiests to exchange information. We base ma. biisiness 
decisiotis Ae«vib otr ilie itflorniation we have gotret~ from the Pa- " 

The reason why the "Distributon Party" was viewed as the most important marketing 

activity was that it helped the company add some value to its customers, which made the 

difference between the Company and its competitors. When its products and pices held 

constant, adding value became crucial to the art of relationship, especially considenng 

that the company's products and prices were similar to its cornpetiton. in Mr. Yang's 



perception. the Distributors Party was a better way to add value than other marketing 

efforts such as increasing promotion and advertising or changing the packaging because 

the competiton could do those things too. Good marketing relationships, in contrast, 

were difficult for the competitors to imitate, because such relationships required 

structural consideration and take time to nurture and sustain. 

XT Garment didn't consider developing relationship as an add-on approach, rather, they 

took much tirne and effort to make it an integral part of the company's basic marketing 

strategy. Its business would not have started if they hadn't found that one of their old 

friends could help them build ''gz~anri'' with their first client, the garment store in 

Shanghai. They built up and maintained relationships that might not even seem useful 

and important yet. They did it like building a bridge before crossing a river. The Company 

rncouraged adaptability and creativity in tems of integrity between its marketing 

strategy and socio-cultural environment. 

"Consiitners ktoiv ivirat kinds of brands are soid in ivitat kinds of stores. Brand-name 
stores seli brurrCnanre goods and big department stores self reliuble goods. In the 
garnretzt itidustrv, p u  have tojind n conter in big department stores. othenvise you have 
rio clruirce to beconle a brand-name. ils ear!v as we sturted our business we put much 
enphmis otr niaintaining good relationships ivitit the key persons in those stores. One 
r d  of r ~ ?  suiespersons is to leam what their likes and tastes are and whether there is 
ut-. fuvor 1r.e catr give them. I an1 not sajing to send money to them, but to keep theni in 
n i id  m d  give thent help rvhen the-v are in need: the resrift can be betrer than a-pected. " 
(Mr. Guo, the manager of sales department) 

The "favor" here is actually an invesmient in guanri. Although in many societies a favor 

c m  be a good beginning in developing good relationships and acceptance of the principle 

of reciprocity is required. In Chinese culture, however, the magic of a favor is that the 



value of a favor involved in reciprocal exchanges never remains constant. Rather, it will 

continue to increase. When people retum favors, unless they repay favors with greater 

value than what they have received, the Chinese wili not be regarded as "gentlemen" and 

thus will not reach a state of psychological balance. As the proverb goes, "If you honor 

me a linear fooi, 1 should in return honor you ten feet". That is why Mr. Guo believed 

that the return of their investrnent in gunrrri could be more than expected. That may well 

espress why maintaining interpersonal relationships is one on the major dynarnics in 

Chinese society. 

6.4. Theme 3: hIoderrtion: The Uoderlying Principle 

.A heavy emphasis on interpersonal relationships reflects the concem arnong the Chinese 

for their interactions with others. As a result, the Chinese have been traditionally seen to 

be in pursuit of a harmonious society (Le Claire, 1993). In other words, they value 

moderatç words and deeds that are thought to ensure harmony. Such a view was reflected 

in XT Garment's strategic choice, resulting in some conflicts with mainstream business 

theones that are cultivated by the Western value system. 

"Oio cost is aniorig the lowest in the industty. We must keep advantoge in cos[ conrrol. 
The profirubility is v e p  diJièrent in the gamtent indzistv, [urge fy depending on ~lze prices 
of ruit. nlaterials and senri-manrifiactiired goods. There is ojen a great disparity in file 
prices. I nzake kteerJ. strict demand on pitrchasing personnel. who are strict- forbidden to 
_elin aiytliing from the business. Once anyone is fomd doing sitch things. he is at once 
fired ami ive rvill force him to re-puy for what he has gained. It is a quite simple but 
eficietlt ivay to keep the cost low, but not every Company is able to do so. ... I also muke 
stricf denra>rds to the qunliv control department. Our products musr be excelllent in 
qtrali~l. ... I irever gnîdge investing in new eqiripment. 1 will bzy ony kind of new 
niachi~res i/ i f  helps &O improve quality. ... We are mow oppking ISO 9002 qua@ 



assurume certificatiotl that few coniponies in the garment industy have dorle before. ... " 
(Mr.Yang) 

There was a superficial inconsistency in XT Garment's business strategy. While it 

pursued low cost and viewed low cost as its major cornpetitive advantage, on the other 

hand, howevrr. it  kept investing in improving product quality so as to differentiate its 

products from competing offerings. This strategy contrasted sharply with the classic 

business theory tliat has identified differentiation strategy and low-cost strategy as hvo 

alternative types of business strategy that may be appropriate for srnall manufacturing 

f ims under certain industry conditions (Porter, 1980). Although XT Garment's strategy 

was ncarrr to the low-cost end of this strategy dichotomy, it was modented by some 

di ffercntiation effort. 

It seemed that Mr. Yang didn't want to put al1 the eggs in one basket. While actually 

employing a low-cost strategy, he modified it with efforts towards quality differentiation, 

making it look as if a compromised solution. Mr. Yang's moderate strategic thinking 

mirrored the principle of "Zhong-Yong", a basic code of conduct in Chinese culture. 

Interpreted as Moderation or Mean, bbZhong-Yong" suggests that people should avoid 

cxtreme forms of behavior (Le Claire, 1993). This principle impacts the behavion of both 

Chinese consumers and companies. Influenced by this principle, Chinese consurnen tend 

to make compromised decisions when facing quality-price issue in their purchases. 

"Cheap and fine" ( V a  Lian FVZI !Wei'') has long been a basic cntenon in consumption for 

common Chinese people. For the company's part, a moderated strategy avoided extreme 



decision in strategic choice. The effort put in for product differentiation served as an 

"insurance policy" to monlly pay for the seemingly extreme low-cost strategy. 

Furthemore, Chinese consumes usually believe that the qualities of homemade products 

are not comparable to that of foreign brandç. It will be extremely difficult for a home 

brand in the mid-grade categoiy to adopt product quality differentiation strategy so as to 

create custorner loyalty. price-inelasticity, and higher margins. But this strategy may be at 

somr extent efficient to differentiate ABC brand from its home counterparts since there is 

still rnucli room for home brands in mid- and low-grades to improve both the intrinsic 

and extrinsic qualities 

Consequently. XT Garment priced its product with the compromised principle that "oiir 

p,?ce c~ut never be higher tlran ~har of others in the sanie grade", coinciding with their 

modcrate straiegy. On one hand, they didn't want the brand image harmed by low pnce, 

so they never provoked a pnce war by offering low pnce on their own initiative; on the 

other liand. they prepared to response to pnce wan  at any time. 

6.5. Summary 

Compared with other types of Chinese enterprises, the success of W E s  in the Chinese 

economy is otten attnbuted to their ability to seize short-lived market oppomuiities and 

adapt themselves to the fast-changing markets. As a successful TVE, the XT Garment 

case proves this conventional view. The suit market in which XT Garment was involved 



was marked by the absence of a national-level distribution channel and the absence of a 

nation-wide leading brand. While its competiton had little interest to take risks to expand 

tlieir businesses to the national market, XT Garment did so. Oriented with 

entrepreneurship, XT Garment identified and developed its cornpetitive advantage in 

terms of market expansion. It kept seeking oppominities to develop new markets with 

good timing. New market entry was the core of the company's strategy. 

41r. Yang's entrepreneurship was associated with his knowledge of the Chinese market, 

as he said. "ir-lten ereqlone -J rhere is no chance, then yoti have a clzance". A 

noticeable feature of the Chinese market is the so-called "herding phenomenon". Chinese 

consumen are very curious about foreign cultures and new products. They want to keep 

up with their neighborç. This so-called "herding phenomenon" significantly accelerates 

product adoption and shonens the life cycle of products. Not surprisingly, the product 

adoption rate in China is three times that of the United States (Yan, 1998). Chinese 

companies also exhibit this herding behavior when they add capacity to take advantage of 

wliat they believc are attractive opportunities, causing likely over-capacity. In such a 

market. the entrepreneurial orientation played a key role for XT Garment successfully to 

became one of "the Big Ten" while many Chinese companies failed in the market just 

because they tirned their market entry badly or simply acted too slowly and missed the 

boat. 

To enter a new market successfully, one of the keys is to build up an efficient distribution 

channel. With deliberately developed "relationships", guanxi might be the most important 



dynamic in XT Garment's marketing activities. It is tme that developing relationships is 

not a unique feature of Chinese society. What is special in our case is that the Company 

had tumed the art of relationships into a carefully calculated science. Giving gif€s, 

offering non-business favors, practicing social interaction, and holding informal 

discussions, al1 of these techniques aided in building relationships that were integrated 

into the "Distributors Party", which added much value to its stakeholden. 



VIL CASE 3: J. Jm FOOD CO., LTD. 

7.1. The Company Profile 

J.J. Food Co., Ltd. is now one of the major competitors in the candied and preserved h i t  

market that is an estimated CS 120M business in China. J.J. Food's sales volume was CS 

GM in 1999, compared with the number of CS 170,000 in 1984 when it was founded. 

The township where J.J. Food is located, with its hilly country, has been a traditional 

place of plum planting. Farmers used io sel1 their plurns to the processing factory 20 

kilometers away from the township, which was owned by a state-run foreign vade 

conipany of the County. Plums were roughly processed, packaged. and exponed to Japan 

and other countries as semi-rnanufactured products. This business was so unstable that 

hrmers were often harmed as long as the international market fluctuated and when the 

forcign trade Company stopped purchasing and processing plums. 

To protect their farmen, the township govemment decided to create their own plum- 

processing factory. In 1984, J.J. Food was set up with about CS 120,000 invested by the 

township governrnent. They began to produce preserved plum products for the home 

market while they sold semi-processed products to state- run exporting companies with 

the purpose that J.J. Food would be able to keep purchasing enough from local farmers in 

case the international market becarne unstable. The situation of the home market was 



niuch better than they expected. h the first several years afier they entered the home 

market, a strong need for well-packed candied and preserved fniit products became 

obvious. Their products were in high demand and the sales volume has doubled and 

redoubled. In 1995, a new Factory was built up with investment of about CS 3M. 

7.1. Theme 1 : One-Way Marketing Communication 

c thet-e h s  beetr too mirch change of the market in this decade". Mr. Li, the general 

nimiigcr of J.J. Food, felt that its Company was Iucky that it could survive and develop, 

while too many perr companies closed their doors. 

"Tetr yeurs cigo. feiv locul niamfactirrers thoirght tknt candied atici preserved fniits 
drotrld he sold witlz smail packages, utid nobodv expected to spend money on advertising 
mit/ hrutrd. . .. rllnrost irl one riight those joint vemrres entered lhe market. ne qua- 
m r i  [lie tusres oftlieir prodicts ivere not betrer than that of ours at all. Biit t l i q  just spem 
111 riclr tliore morr ey ori attractive adver tising and packaging. With advert king atid czite 
puckqitrg the), beat the conzpetiliori and nia- local conipatzies had to close their doors. 
.4 r rhar tinr e if ivas rea& iitiintuginable ivhy consirmers paid doiibled price jiut to bzry the 
cirre puckï~ge. ... FF'e are 1ircL-y because we ieanied and followed qrrickls." 

I t  was the first marketing lesson I.J. Food learned. What the Company learned was that 

the joint ventures won with marketing tools that the local companies had never thought 

of. The locals hiled because of the attacks From the cornpetiton who were good at 

marketing; and the reason why I.J. Food suMved was that it reacted and followed 

quickly. Then what was the role of consumers in the change? 

-Corisirnrers rrsed to biiy loose candied and preserved fmits with no brand in street- 
conrer stores. Th- felt curious about the advertising and packages of the joint-venture 



prodiicts a d  so th- bought. ... The sirccess of those joint ventures is that they let these 
consuniers horv tliat poorly packuged nibble with no fiame will make theni lose face. 
The>. are good at promoting tlreir products. ... Cirstomerr are actirally blind. I f o u r  
proditct is displqed iti bratid-nanie strpemtarkets or in upscale department stores. they 
i d 1  vieiv yoiir prodiict as high-grade and stiperior in qzialiiy and buy it at a high price. 
So the joint vetitzires a hvays do what th- can to display their products in these stores. So 
do ire. " 

In Mr. Li's mind, consumers looked very passive and their consumption was largely 

detemincd by appropriate marketing activities of the sellers. Mr. Li attributed the success 

of those joint ventures to the fact that they successfully guided consumes with their good 

promotion techniques. Good promotion techniques, in iMr. Li's perception, were 

attractive advertising and cute packaging. Do attractive advertising and cute packaging 

guarantee the success of the producr? 

"The prodiict nitist be good. A good prodtrct means good quality und good taste. Biit 
t h d s  !lot e~ioiigh. The importance of ercellent advertisinzg is thut yotr c m  conznitrnicate 
to cotrsirtwrs ir*llat tlie advantages of yotrr prodict are. You have to give the ctrstomer a 
reusoii to btc: It is ulso necessu? i f o u  want to displq o i t r  product in a big slore. ... 
To be sticcessfirl i~z tlie market. good product. good packaging, and good proniotion 
teclttiiqires are necessury. Fitrtlzermore, p r  have to keep yoirr q e s  on yxrr cornpetitors. 
especidiy those joitit wntirres. Tlieir bosses have riclr experience iti rnarketitig." 

That was the lesson Mr. Li Ieamed from the cornpetition. Competitors were important. So 

were a good product and excellent promotion techniques. Ln his critena of "good 

product", there was no place for customers' reactions and judgements. Actually, he did 

notice the differences among different groups of consumea. But he did not think that the 

differences among consumers were difficult to find. He believed that these differences 

seerned to be common knowledge and could be sensed through experience. 



" . . . Especial@ for titose white-collar o i ing  ivonien. r h q  like to go to brand-na»i e 
depam>rertt stores or modern strpermarkets. Some of them never buy anything in ma21 
stores or pltblic markets. So do mary schoolgirls from rich families although they don 't 
eani rliorrey. ... nze-v ofieri siiare tiieir nibbles witit tizeir colleagues or schoolmates. Biit 
irotrse\r?ii~es fronr loiv-inconie families like to stroll in public markets to fiid something 
cheap. T h o  ofre~z ivant &O taste the producrs before they biiy. Tlrey don 't care about 
puckogbig putrerns but tliey care the prices and rite tastes. ... ntis dtfference is clear. 
J w  look ut rlte people aroirnd -voir. you d l  learn rliat. " 

So it was clear to Mr. Li that, to be successful in the market, keeping watch over and 

leaming From joint-venture competitors was important because they were good at 

marketing. Successful marketing activities meant good products, cute packaging, and 

excellent promotion. The key of marketing communication was to reach the customers 

and convince them. Customers were important, but comrnon sense and experience would 

Ict Iiim know them well and appropriate marketing communication could guide 

customers to buy. As a result of such a perception, marketing communication in J.J. Food 

was brisically a one-way business. 

" O w  prohcts are sold in botii stipemarkets und irpscale department stores rvhere those 
ir~kite-collars ulrd ricir scizoolgirls buy and in street-corner stores and public markets 
it-ilet-e poor lioirseii?ives go. nie major d~ference of the products sold in different places 
is iheir pcickuges. ... The individual conslimer may itave her o\t7n faste. but that doesn '1 
mitter. Our prochrcts itave dtfferent tastes. Sire can jind the otre site likes. FVe spend 
ireuvily oti contntercials and point-of-pzirchase posters to let theni X71ow ivhut we offer to 
rhenr. The importu~rt tliing for lu is to design mte packages for white-collars ivho are 
al\rpis face-savers arrd to offer cheap price [O housewives who are always price- 
seruitirve." (Mr. Li) 

In Chi na, li ke in many other developing countnes, there are distinctly di fferent retail 

outlets that exist side by side, serving different customers. By selling well packaged, 

brand name goods at relatively high price upscale department stores and modem 



supermarkets serve customers with cornparatively high incomes who are quality- or 

brand-conscious and are often "face-saven". Face (rnianzi) is very important in the 

Chinese culture. ln China, which evolved fiorn a long feudal society, position in the 

social Iiierarchy is demonstrated through this concept, and is related to p h  (Anderson 

and He, 1998). The-most-frequently-shopping place is viewed as evidence showing how 

an individual succeeds econornically and socially in the fast-changing society. In 

contrast. sirnply packaged or infenor-quality goods, with no names or even with 

counterfeit brands, are sold cheüply through small street-side stores and public markets 

tliat serve cusromen with relatively low incomes who are often price-sensitive or cheap- 

goods seekers. 

Such a "natural" market segmentation helped Mr. Li to learn the difference in terms of 

quülity-price companson arnong people with different incomes so that he thought 

common sense worked in identifying different customer needs. It contributed to the 

formation of the one-way marketing communication. 

7.3. Theme 2: Distribution: hfinaging the Risks 

Mr. Li cited distribution problem as the biggest challenge in the company's marketing 

activities where high nsks lay. 

" I  cwi otzb. s q -  that dre present siti~aiiort of the dis».ibution channei is chaos and iack of 
credit. iIfost of ny tinre is erpertded on things concerning distribitrion channel 
niailngenrerit becartse most of the riskr of our birsiness happen there. ... Tu set up our 
oivr,rr sales network is too erpemive, given our present sales volume. We have to tuke 



adimtage of distributors' networkr. But the thing is that it S very d~flcztlt tofind 
conzpetent and creditable distributors. " 

Mr. Chen, the manager of the sales department, described the dificulties of his job. 

"T?ze biggest cholleiige is thot ive miist edarge the number of distribittors while rve have 
to co~ltrol the risks brought by the erpansion. Ive contract many distributors in diferent 
ureus. I shoiild feel happv rvhen new distribritors are developed but actiially l'ni really 
@raid of liiat. 71ze more distribiitors ive have. the higher rhe risk;. More and niore fime is 
irsed ro press die ciistribritors to pay in time. T/wy ivill never pay i/)pii don f press them. " 

Distribution channel management has become one of the buznvords of Chinese business. 

The problem stems primarily €rom the chaotic, fragmented state of China's existing 

distribution system, in which remnants of the old, State planned networks CO-exist with 

more independent forces that are usually srnall and weak. 

Prior to the mid-SOS, state distribution networks were organized dong rigid, vertical lines 

solely according to the dictates of the State plan. Tier-1 distnbuton were located in four 

major cities, namel y, Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, and Guangzhou; Tier-2 consisted of 

wholesalers in the provincial capitals and medium-sized cities; and tier-3 wholesalers 

operatrd in smaller cities and towns. With no market forces at work, each level of the 

network passed on products to State retailers and enterprises at the next level, as 

instnicted from above. When the economy transitioned, the system broke down. 

Manufacturen could now bypass wholesalers and sel1 directly to retailers. Moreover, the 

three traditional tiers competed against each other as well as against new, privately 

owned distributing companies diat were usually very small and weak. 



One of the results of the breakdown was that the previously existing nationwide 

distribution network had disappeared and chaos and hgmentation had become the statiis 

quo of the distribution system. Although the Company preferred to look for exclusive 

distributors, it found that "jéw distriblitors crin get more thon 10% of local markets. not 

ro nrerriion regional or evelr natiotial markets" (Mr.  Chen). At the same tirne. "the 

ejectii*etiess of orher marketing activities s i ~ h  as advertisirtg is sigttificarttlv Iessened 

dile ro the poor coverrige rate*'. State-rwi disûibuting companies still enjoyed some 

lrftover business from the traditional three-tier system. However, these companies tended 

to be reactive. rather than proactive, that is, they simply sold to the next level, rather than 

deveiop new business. Privately owned distributors, in contrast, tended to be more 

flexible and market-oriented but generally had very limited geographical scope. This 

circumstance resulted in very low efficiency of the channel. 

Anotlier serious problem was the deteriorating conditions in business trust. J.J. Food's 

salespersons were told that one of their most important tasks was to keep a close watch 

on the distnbuton and to press them to pay on time. The company's biggest expectation 

of the distributors %as changed frum raising the rate of coverage and erpanding sales to 

pqiiig iihul they sliorild p q  in appropriate rime" (Mr. Li). To prevent loss caused by 

unreliable credit, the Company had to lessen the average shipping arnount for one lot and 

increase shipping frequency. But when J.J. Food's exclusive distributor in its home 

county was interviewed, the penon-in-charge complained, 

"rlctiiaiiy they jtist don 't ivant to sign an e.clu.sive right contract. They are preparing to 
jind a~iotlier conrpany to be their erclusive distributor at any time once we cannot match 



the reqilired sales voltinte. I have to keep some of their mone-v in rn-v hand so as [O prorect 
nz~ .  righ rs ' '. 

To a Large extent, the focus of the marketing objectives of J.J. Food in terms of product 

distribution shifted from maximizing the market share to minimizing the risks. This was 

also the case with the distributor. Due to lack of stability and reliability in ternis of 

normal business relations, the Company could not be expected to concentrate on market 

de\rrlopment wholeheartedly. Therefore, transaction cost increased and efficiency 

lowercd in the marketing system. 

Lcyal and cultural factors may play important roles in the development of such a 

situation. Although more and more business laws have been issued in the past several 

years in China, the efficiency of law enforcement is questionable. Under such 

circumstance, companies would rather adopt some self-protection measures to lower risks 

than to maximum interest by using legal rights. In the Chinese culture. people tend to 

yive credit to "one of us"-someone who is thought to be on their own side, and to 

remain vijilant with "outsiders." As the saying goes, "never forget to prevent younelf 

from being injured by others." The lack of a common view of value shared by the whole 

society leads to the lack of trust in interpersonal and business relationships. 

7.4. Theme 3 :  Trust: Bridging the Gap 

From another point o i  view, this situation corrobontes the necessity of relationship 

marketing in Chinese context. When tallcing about his solution to the troubles they met in 

thtir distribution channel, Mr. Li said, 



"No cornput? nvoids suc11 troubles. and no one expects [O solve these problenrs through 
legal procehres fionz the beginning. This is the fast thing I want io do. Good 'gitanxi' 
\\!il1 ninke ~hi~zgs easier to do. 1 rhink if p a n r i  doesn t work. then nothing d l .  " 

Relationship marketing should br viewed as an interactive process in the Chinese context 

where relationship building is a vital concem. In Chinese culture, the magic of the 

relationship is its ability to bind two parties together, even though they do not necessarily 

stan with a comrnon goal. In a western context, marketers begin by laying out a network 

of channels. key agents. and contacts, then analyzing the firm's strengths, weaknesses, 

and opportunities, focusing on the relationships that matter most (Yau et al. 2000). In 

contrast. the Chinese start by assessing their relationships and focusing on how to make 

use of them by incorporating them into business strategies. Shared values and goais are 

not necessary conditions. 

" Good relrrtionship nieuns good credit. Our salespersons are qriiu ivorried aboirr 
possible bnd deht becoiise the conrpu~zy bimis the possible bad debr witlr their personul 
imonre. I rrnririd oirr saiespersons time and again tltat if the distribufors cun become 
ilieir private frietids. r l y  willfeef ntiich more comfortubfe. " (hi.. Chen) 

Mr. Chen wanted his subordinates to have their clients treat them as "one of us" instead 

of "outsiders". Centered on themselves with the longitude of a father-son relationship and 

the latitude of a brother-sister relationship, this multi-dimensional network characterizes 

traditional Chinese interpersonal relationships (Chen, 2000). A Chinese peson brings 

almost everyone he knows into his network and locates them according to how close 

those people are to him. The different "distances" of relationships between person A and 

otlier people determine A's different attitudes to those other people in the same situation 

and his different attitudes to the same people in different situations. A core segment 



nearest to the center of the interpenonal network is intangibly "circled". People located 

inside the core part are "one of us" and the rest are "outsiders". 

The Suguo supermarket chain based in Nanjing held third place in t ems  of sales volume 

arnong Chinese food retailers. It was a very important regional distributor of J.J. Food in 

Jiangsu Province. While J.J. Food tned to build up its business relationship with Suguo, 

the cornpetition for Suguo's retailing space intensified greatly. The salesperson from J.J. 

Food kept contact with the person in charge of the purchasing department of Suguo. 

" O w  sdesperso,t iwited hini to dimer many tintes. men orir salesperson learned that 
rhe nrm Itud u baby at honte artd a baby-sitter rvas irrgentlv needed. Our salesperson 
i~ttrodiiced o girl irz our township for Iiint and the man was v e v  saiisfied ivith the girl S 
ii-orking perforntunce " (Mr. Chen). 

In China, a baby-sitter usually cornes From the countryside and lives with the host family. 

Farnilies always spend a lot of effort and energy to look for baby-sitters through their 

interpersonal network because a baby-sitter introduced by a relative or a fnend is thought 

to be reliable. In contrast, a baby-sitter found in the market is viewed as a stranger and 

thought to be not safe for the family. In the case of J.J. Food's, the salesperson finally 

became a private fnend of the person-in-charge, that is, successfully entered the core part 

of that gentleman's interpenonal network, because of the presence of the third party-the 

baby-sitter. and Suguo became one of the most important distributon of J.J. Food. 

Some circurnstances make a penon change his treatment of someone from "outsider" to 

"one of us". Once the treamient is changed, the attitude will change dramatically. One of 



these circumstances is that the "outsider" does a favor for the person. The salesperson of 

J.J. Food understood this well. tntroducing a reliable baby-sitter was a big favor to the 

person-in-charge and it constructed a ba i s  of farniliarity to bridge the gap between two 

parties. Making himself a private friend of the penon-in-charge in this way, the 

salesperson successfully changed the attitude of the person-in-charge. As a result of this 

relationship, "Stcguo ulways pay ils on rime and our products have been displayed in 

niost o f i u  retailing outfers. " A good relationship facilitated a decrease in transaction cost 

and an increase in the company's efficiency of its marketing effort. 

Marketing was a learning process for J.J. Food. The fint lesson it leamed from the 

cornpetition played an important role in its own marketing practices. The manager 

prrceived how those joint ventures, with their skilled marketing techniques, had 

successfully "guided" consumen to buy such products that would have been 

unimaginable to local companies. For J.J. Food, the importance of customer needs had 

been recognized, but undentanding customer needs was assumed simply to be a cornmon 

srnse and experience issue. The existence of the dual distribution system that served for 

the rich and the poor was viewed as evidence that different customer needs could be 

identified in that way. Consequently, the Company engaged in developing its one-way 

marketing communication. Central to this mode of marketing communication was how to 

reach and guide the customers who were viewed as a passive audience. 



Since the company believed that to reach consumers was the main challenge in its 

marketing activities, distribution channel building was taken the most seriously and was 

regarded as the most difficult and risky. For the company, the chaotic and hagmented 

distribution system was perceived as one of the most important environmental factors. To 

respond to this environmental factor, the Company had to revise its marketing objectives 

and pay the rnost attention to the potential risks rather than the potential benefits. 

Moreovsr. each party in the company's distribution channel suffered fkom distmst to 

some estent. A cornmon problem for the channel mernbers was that it was very difficult 

to corne to terms with neutral relationships where they could not "read" mistworthiness. 

They tended to work at creating tmst beforehand. This may be due to the undeveloped 

market structure in China and poorly specified property right. which make market 

eschanses uncertain and costly. Lacking a stable political structure and developed 

markets Further compounds unpredictability and c m  lead to difficulties in approaching a 

business exchange (Yau et al. 2000). 

In the Chinese context, creating trust arnong parties beforehand is necessary to ensure 

eschange of favors. Often, tmst plays a more crucial role than legal contracts among 

Chinese business people. To create trust so that the risks can be minimized and the 

benefits maximized, J.J. Food believed that building up good relationships was the rnost 

efficient way. What the salesperson did, in this case, was to create and enhance his 

influence over his countelpart by becoming "one of hem" so that a good business 

relationship could be developed. To the Chinese, guumi leading to business is more 



possible and more attractive than business leading to guarrri. They are more willing to 

honor a deal as long as the other party in the deal is "one of hem" or has a good guan..i 

with them. Even if anticipated conflicts of interest arise or Funire problems with the deal 

occur, these will eventually be counterbalanced by friendship and trust. As to the detailed 

problems. rhey c m  be worked out or compromised as long as grtanri lasts. Ln this context, 

gtiumi drarnatically amplifies the effectiveness of the marketing effon. 



VIII. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS 

The objectives of this research are to identiQ managers' perceptions of their marketing 

environment and to explore how their perceptions of the environment direct marketing 

practices in thrse TVEs. In addition, of interest is how socio-cultural values influence 

managers' perceptions of the environment and thus their marketing practices. Through 

analysis of the three cases. it becomes clear that some environmentai factors, especially 

competition, were given special attention and thus played key roles in marketing 

decisions in these TVEs. While innovative imitation was viewed as a cost-efficient 

strategy in product and technology competition with strong nvals. these TVEs developed 

their competitive advantages by using low cost labor and market expansion. Furthemore, 

emphasis on interpersonal relationships, or pianri. represented a major business dynarnic 

in these TVEs. 

8.1. Cornpetitor- vs. Consumer-Orientation 

Cornpetitors and customers are the two most salient features of a competitive market 

(Day and Nedungadi, 1994). Each of these dimensions played a different role in the 

marketing activities in the three TVEs studied. Specifically, the TVEs largely based their 

marketing decisions on cornpetiton' actions and reactions. While they recognized the 

importance of satismng customer needs, customers were understood basically through 

intuitive and experience-based judgement. 



S. I .  1. Cornpetitors: The basis of strategic actions 

In the industries involved in the case studies, the competition had intensified to such an 

extrnt and so many competitors had emerged in the past decade that these TVEs tended 

to view competition as a more uncontrollable environmental variable than the consumer. 

The); generally attributed the failure of' peer companies to attacks by their competiton. 

Leaming from this experience, they tended to focus on direct comparisons of their 

businesses' attnbutes with those of competitors in terms of strategy content decision- 

making and strategy formulation process. In particular, they tended to position their 

products directly against the competing products, they generally based the decisions of 

market entry on cornpetitor-centercd market analysis, and they gauged their performance 

on the basis ofcost and profitability comparisons with the competitors. 

To make direct comparisons with the competitors, an effective information channel couid 

be crucial. These TVEs made great effort io build up tight connections with their 

distributors so as to acquire necessary information about the actions and reactions of their 

competitors. One important task of the salespeople in these TVEs was to keep their eyes 

open for any changes in the marketplace's competing products and to report the 

information on a regular basis. In contrast, they were not asked to collect and report 

information conceminç consumer reactions io their own products or the competing 

products. 



8.1. -7. Conszrnler tieeds: Intuitive and erperience-based learning 

Clearly, these TVEs recognized the importance of meeting customer needs. They tended 

to believe that they had well leamed what custorners needs were through experience and 

industry conventional wisdom. They were generally very confident with their previous 

knowledge about and experiences with consumers. Largely due to the fact that the 

customers (famers and urban working class) whom ihese three TVEs targeted generally 

fell into middle-low income categories, they tended to assume that custorner needs were 

simple and hornogenous, summarized as "cheap and fine". While they put energy into 

collecting cornpetitor information, they rarely paid attention to consumer information. 

Low emphasis on consumer orientation in these TVEs' marketing activities was founded 

on their prior experience which had worked well for them in understanding or even 

"creating" their markets. Chinese consumers had not had any choices in personal 

consurnption until nvo decades ago when economic reform in China began. Firrns like 

TVEs who adapted to the economic transition rapidly in the early stage of economic 

reform often played the role of market educators and took a leading position in supplier- 

consumer relations. These TVEs had benefited from such a position and it influenced 

their estimation of the consumer's role. They tended to believe that consumers were not 

always right and they could to some extent "guide" consumers. 

in addition, the managers in these TVEs tended to believe that customer needs should be 

viewed as a collective phenomenon where overall estimation was more appropriate than 



individual evaluation. Traditionally, China has been a collectivist society where the 

di fferences in individual pre ferences are not emphasized. Organizations tend to estimate 

people's needs Eorn a collective perspective (Nevis, 1983). In these TVEs, the managers 

tended to believe that, in order to make an overall estimation of customer needs, intuitive 

judgement based on experience was more reliable than the conclusion of scientific 

marketing research that addressed individual differences. Consequently, intuitive and 

experience-based learning about consumers resulted in these TVEs' weak consumer 

orientation. 

In sumrnary, these TVEs were basically cornpetitor-centered. They set their marketing 

strategy based on their cornpetiton' moves rather than their consumers' reactions. On the 

positive side, this kept these TVEs on constant alen, watching for weaknesses in its own 

position, and watching for competitors' weaknesses. On the negative side, it might have 

caused uncertain fluctuations in the companies' strategic actions without preplanned 

directions, resulting in difficulty in setting long-term goals. Especially, with Chinese 

consumers evolving rapidly, they might fail to track the changes in customer needs that 

would impact the companies' future development. 

8.2. Innovative Imitation 

Marketing was a relatively novel experience for these N E s .  With fo re ip  competitors 

entering the Chinese market, they set up marketing examples for the TVEs. Imitation 

became an important component in the marketing activities of these m s ,  especially 



with respect to their product stntegy. However, these TVEs did not simply copy 

products; they deliberated to modiQ the imitated products according to what they thought 

were more applicable to their markets. They did not pursue crucial breakthroughs in 

product attributes, which might have required heavy investment in R&D. Instead they 

sought to develop local versions of the products with minor changes that were cost- 

efficient. Thus "innovative imitation" was a main feature of their product strategy. As 

shown in the F.H. case, what had been changed was just the shape of the noodle biock. 

The change was minor. but its effect on sales was great. 

Both internal and extemal conditions contributed to the formation of this innovative 

imitation strategy. Specificaily, the lack of qualified marketing personnel and the low 

costi'low pice orientation did not allow these TVEs to develop their capacity for pmduct 

innovation. The presence of foreign companies and brands provided the extemal 

conditions for the TVEs to employ this imitation strategy. In addition, the so-called 

"herding phenornenon" in the Chinese society facilitated the imovative imitation 

strategy. 

8.2.1. hrernal conditions: resorrrce constraints 

The lack of qualified marketing personnel and the low investment in R&D were among 

the main internal conditions that resulted in the imovative imitation strategy. Fint, these 

TVEs were al1 bom in the 1980s, at almost the same time that China began to embrace 

the marketing concept. Few of the managers in the three companies had received formal 



marketing sducation or training before they started their businesses. The local rural 

laborers who made up their marketing and sales teams had little prior knowledge of 

marketing. Due to inconvenient geographical locations, it was extremely difficult for 

these companies to recruit marketers from colleges or other sources. The lack of 

qualifisd marketing personnel was a serious marketing resource constraint for these 

TVEs. 

Second. because low price was viewed as one of the main appealing aspects of the 

products, these TVEs tended to believe that heavy investxnent in R&D would cause a cost 

in increase, which w u  inconsistent with their low price/low cost orientation. They were 

concerned more about keeping and lowering the cost and the price than about improving 

the product performance. As a result, the investment in R&D in these TVEs was kept at a 

very low level. This constrained their capability for product innovation. 

8.22. The preselzce of foreign cornpetitors: The possibilip of im itutio~i 

The presence of foreign-invested companies and brands had changed the Chinese 

niarketing landscape. With their presence, various types of marketing know-how and 

novel product catrgories were introduced, along with production technology and 

competitive mechanism. In most consumer product categories, the offenngs from 

foreig-invested companies represented better, alternative solutions to consumer demand 

(Zhou, 2000), and this offered good examples for the TVEs in their leaming process. F.H. 

Food was among the excellent leamen. Choosing instant noodle-a newly parleyed 



product- as its main product, the company consolidated their first achievement in the 

leamin:: process. In following the foreign brands, the company benefited from an 

imitation strategy, which brought higher efficiency in marketing to the company. While 

the presence of foreign-invested companies and brands made it possible for these TVEs 

to benefit from an imitation strategy, some distinctive features of China's market made 

this strategy necessary. The "herding phenomenon" was arnong the most important 

ftxtilr~s. 

8.2.3. " Herrii~tg plierromenon ": The necessiy of imitation 

Chinese consumers are very curious about foreign cultures and new products. They want 

to keep up with their neighbors. This so-called "herding phenomenon" significantly 

accelerates product adoption and shortens the life cycle of products (Yan. 1998). Chinese 

cornpanies also exhibit the herding behavior when they add capacity to take advantage of 

what ihey believe to be attractive opportunities, resulting in over-capacity. Under such a 

circumstance. these TVEs felt it difficult to set up long-term strategic goals. They tended 

to believe that limited resources and limited impacts on the marketplace made it neither 

possible nor necessary for them to put too much energy into long-term R&D. 

Consequently. imitation becarne an optimal strategic alternative with which short-term 

goals were easier to achieve, requiring very M e  investment in R&D. 



8.3. Corn petitive advantage 

Frorn the perspective of international comparison, there are four possible sources for 

cornpetitive advantage for smail firms (Agrnon and Drobnick, 1994). The fint one is 

somr kind of unique endowment that gives fims a monopoly position. It may be based 

on natunl resources. specialized marketing channels, or brand image. The second one is 

comparative-cost advantage such as the accessibility of low-cost materials and the 

availability of low-wage skilled workers. The third one is some sort of specific factor 

such as management. The 1 s t  one is the relative strength of factors or a unique 

combination of factors such as a competitive edge based on a continuous R&D effort 

combined with an ability to identiq and effectively sel1 in market segments. 

.A complete understanding of a cornpetitive advantage requires a complex. 

mu1 tidimensional portrayal of al1 the points of supenori ty or deficiency between a 

business and its cornpetiton @ay and Nedungadi, 1996). This is a daunting task in most 

markets. To interpret a competitive situation, managers pay attention to those 

environmental factors that past experience has taught them they cannot afford to 

overlook. In these cases, the managers tended to undentand their own competitive 

advantages in terms of the low labor cost and their ability in market expansion. 



8.3.1. Lubor cost 

The managers in these TVEs generally viewed low Iabor cost as one of their inost salient 

cornpetitive advantages. Wage labor cost was the main competitive factor in the 

industries (food and garment) in which these TVEs are involved because the most labor- 

intensive part of the cost stnicture+utting and assembly, for exarnple-was also the 

most significant. especially in the low-price category. The wage rate in these TVEs, 

according to their statements, was at least 30% Iower than that in the primary 

cornpetition, located in urban areas. This was due to the much lower income level of local 

t'armers than that of urban residents. The labor-intensive nature of the industries and low 

wage rate made up the cost advantage in these TVEs. 

9.3.1. Marker e-rpunsion. 

The managers showed great confidence with their ability in market expansion and tended 

to view it as their another salient competitive advantage. Several factors favored their 

view and made i t  possible for them to develop this competitive advantage. 

Fint. the underdevelopment of integrated distribution channels in the Chinese market 

weakened the ability of the big rivals to distribute their products nationally. Due to a lack 

of appropriate distribution channels in many small t o m s  and rural market, big companies 

concentrated more on the urban market, leaving room for these TVEs to expand their 



businesses in these underdeveloped markets. This market accounted for at least 60% of 

the whole population. The underdeveloprnent of national-Ievel distribution channels was 

an important prerequisite for these TVEs to gain competitive advantage in market 

expansion. 

Second, the employees in these TVEs who were accustorned to living and working in the 

countryside generally could stand very hard working conditions in developing their own 

distribution charnels in remote town and mral markets, while few workers from urban 

nreas could do so. Hard-working and diligent employees greatly helped these TVEs to 

enter new markets without head-to-head cornpetition with the big rivals. 

Third, a strong entrepreneurial orientation directed these TVEs to engage in new market 

entry. Previous research (Zhang, 2000) on TVEs suggests that entrepreneunhip is one of 

the most important organizational characteristics of TVEs. This study supports Zhang's 

findings. While other companies were stopped by the substantial possibility of failure in 

the underdeveloped market, these ïVEs  sought the chance for high r e m s  hidden behind 

the high risks. They took the risks and designated resources for new market entry. As 

Lurnpin and Dess (1996) point out, an essentiai quality of entrepreneunhip is new entry. 

The TVEs' entrepreneurial orientation highly motivated thern to expand their businesses 

to new markets and to gain competitive advantage from market expansion. 

LVhilz these TVEs did gain some competitive advantages in terms of labor cost and 

market expansion, it rernained questionable whether these competitive advantages could 



be sustainable as the Chinese market evolved and the marketing infrastructure such as 

distribution channels developed fùrther. It is not impossible that, for example, the future 

presence of integrated distribution channels in the Chinese market could destroy the 

prerequisite of market expansion as a cornpetitive advantage in these TVEs. It seems 

nscessary for these TVEs to consider how to develop the existinç advantages into 

sustainable ones. 

8.1. Cuoiixi: .A major dynamic 

"G~rcirr-ri" was one of the most fiequently heard words in my interviews of the managers. 

The managers in the three TVEs al1 held the sarne view that granri-personal 

rrlationships-were more important in most cases than impersonal business relationships 

such as contracts. They put substantial effort into building up and mainiaining good 

interpersonal relationships with their stakeholders. 

There has been intensive discussion about guanri in the literature. A conventionai point 

of view is that diminishing importance of gzianri in Chinese business practices can be 

expected as China move towards a market economy (Arias, 1998). In this view, the 

importance of gtronn' depends on the need of connections to government to gain access to 

licenses, approvals, and resources. As the level of government intervention decreases and 

more and more areas are subject to market mechanisms, the structural foundations of 

gziuui will be eroded and consequently, the importance of guanri will decline. 



The result of our research, however, does not support this conventional view. in this case, 

the managers generally recognized the diminishing govemrnent intervention in their 

businesses and showed iess interest in relationships with governrnent officrrs. But it did 

not lessen their effort on grtanri because most of their efforts were put into building up 

and rnaintaining relationships with their business partnen such as distributors (many of 

these partners were not owned by the state). Obviously, the connotation of guarrri has 

evolved. 

Wc argue that the managers' understanding of the importance of gitawi in these TVEs 

cannot be interpreted within the narrow meaning of government intervention vs. market 

mechanism relation. Gziami in these TVEs had become synonymous with a long-terni 

rrlationship based on trust and mutual benefits, which has its historical roots in traditional 

Chinese culture. The marketing practices in these TVEs showed no evidence of a 

diminishing importance of gzranri. Instead, grtaan' had been a major dynamic in their 

practices. 

We have identified a series of typical behaviors that reflect facets of the marketing 

practices in the three TVEs. We have also identified the main perceived environmental 

factors that have influenced these behaviors. Generally, these TVEs were competitor- 

centered and their strategic marketing decisions were largely based on cornpetiton. They 



recognized the importance of customer needs but understood those needs through 

intuitive and experience-based learning of consumers. Due to the short history of 

marketing in China, innovative imitation has been an important component of their 

marketing strategy. While they followed the foreign brands in product decisions, they 

developed their competitive advantages in terms of labor cost and market expansion. 

Their marketing activities embodied sorne distinctive social and cultural values, with 

grum-i continuing to be the primary dynamic in their marketing practices. 

Table 3 shows a surnmary of the major findings in this research. As can be seen, the 

findings are organized in reflection of the research objectives as well as the major 

components of the conceptual framework. 



Perceptions of 
Environmen ta1 

Reality 

Distinctive 
Thernes 

Competitors as a 
more 
uncontrollable 
factor 
High market 
growth 
Assurned simple 
and homogeneous 
customer needs 

Resources 
constraints 

I Limitcd impact on 
t the market 
' Lonr cost- 

1 

i efficiency of R&D 
investment 

Low cost Iaborers 
in rurai areas 
Diligence of rural 
laborers 
Low coverage of 
cornpet ing 
~ roduc  ts 
Interpersonal 
relationships more 
important than 
forma1 business 
relationships 

Competitor- 
Centered 
Orientation 

Innovative 
Imitation 

Low Labor 
Cost 
 market 
Expansion 

Relationship 
Marketing 

Typical Marketing 
Behaviors 

Competitors as  
basis of strategic 
actions 
Intuitive and 
experience-based 
learning about 
consumers 

Little investment 
in R&D 
Imitating compe- 
ting products 
Pursuing cost- 
efficient changes 
Short-run goals 

Engaging in niche 
market with hard 
conditions 
New market entry 
Entrepreneurial 
orientation 

Emphasizing 
long-terni 
relations hip based 
on ûust and 
rnutual benefits 

Social and 
Cultural Factors 

The explosive 
growth of the 
number of rival 
play ers 
The coIlectivist 
way of thinking 
The absence of 
consumer 
dominance in 
historv 
The short history 
of marketing in 
China 
The shock wave of 
foreign brands 
Herding behaviors 
in Chinese 
business 
The great disparity 
in rural and urban 
incomes 
The absence of a 
national-. level 
distribution system 

Socially oriented 
cultural tradition 
Guanri as one of 
the major 
dynamics in 
Chinese business 

Table 3 Research Summary 



IX. LIMITATIONS 

Due to the exploratory nature of this research and the limited resources that were 

available, limitations are inevitable. As in any other type of qualitative research, the 

researcher is siyificantly involved in the whole process in a case-based approach. Hence 

there is potentials of subjectivity. The potentials may appear either on the part of the 

rcspondents or on the part of the researcher as data collection instruments, which may 

intluence both the collection and analysis of the data. To deal with such a problem, 

la-ious sources of information were used in this research to triangulate the picture of the 

"real world". In addition. the research procedures of this study were articulated to ensure 

its rcproducibility (replication) so that the potentials of subjectivity could be eliminated to 

the jreatest extent. 

For a case-based approach, another disadvantage is that it rnay be difficult to achieve 

generalizability, although there is clearly scientific value gained by investigating some 

single cases. Built upon the accessibility of the respondents and the available resources, 

this research focused on the three TVEs whose products a11 fell into consumer goods. 

More importantly, most of the Chinese TVEs are operating in the same socio-cultural 

context analyzed in this research. Thus what can be expected is that, to some extent, our 

research results should be generalizable as it does suggest explanations for why other 

Chinese TVEs are likely to be, or not to be, involved in similar marketing circumstances. 



X. CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study represents one of the pioneer efforts to explore the Chinese-style of marketing 

practices in TVEs by linking the formation and implementation of their marketing 

strategics and tactics with the impacts of the environmental factors and the socio-cultural 

context. It makes important theoretical and managerial contributions. There are also 

several implications for both researchers and TVEs. 

10.1. Theoretical Implications 

This study ennches the marketing litenture in that it provides meaningful exploration of 

the transferability of Westem marketing theories and practices to TVEs in China, a non- 

Western society. In particular, this study supports baseline documentation in terms of 

Chinese-style marketing activities in TVEs. The result reveals the specific patterns in 

which the three TVEs dealt wirh the consumers and the competiton, developed their 

competitive advantages, and adapted their marketing practices to social and cultural 

values. The findings may serve as breeding ground for insights and hypothesis genention 

for more structured research in this domain. Specifically, the theoretical implications of 

the findings are: 

1. TVEs' marketing environrnents exhibit great differences with those in developed 

countnes. The managers in the T E S  tend to pay select attention to some 

environmental factors such as dynarnic competition, the low income of the rnajority 



of the population, the simple and homogenous customer needs in some market 

segments, and the underdevelopment of marketing infrastructure. These perceived 

environmental factors shape the managers' perceptions and thus influence the 

stratrgic choices of these TVEs. 

7. The way in which the managers selectively notice and interpret the pemeived 

environmental Factors is strongly associated with the patterns of search For 

information and usage of this information in these TVEs. Formal marketing research 

is not appreciated. Instead, the sales force composes the primary information 

channel and the managers tend to make intuitive judgements based on their previous 

experience. Thus the strategic decisions in these TVEs are largely dependent on the 

nianagefi' expencnce. 

3 The Chinese social and cultural values underlie the dynarnics such as gziar~ri in 

Chinese business that drive these TVEs to form and implement their marketing 

strategy in their own ways. Although marketing techniques such as pricing and 

advertising planning have been widely accepted and well applied, these TVEs often 

tum to find marketing solutions kom cultural tradition. The cultural dependence of 

marketing strategy in TVEs holds promise as a valuable focus for future theoretical 

development of marketing in TVEs. 

4. High market gowth and underdevelopment of national-level distribution charnels 

are arnong the necessary external conditions For these TVEs to identiQ and develop 

their cornpetitive advantages. The former provides the potential for the TVEs to 

expand their businesses in new markets or new market segments and the latter 

weakens the edges of big rivals. Entrepreneurial orientation drives these TVEs to 



seek great opportunities behind high risks. The low-cost and hard-working laborers 

help them to prevent head-to-head competition with big rivals. 

10.2. Managerial Implications 

.As competition becomes intensified in the Chinese market, the Chinese TVEs are Facing 

many challenges in this dynamic environment and need to analyze their approaches in 

terms of marketing strategy and tactics. This research provides a reference Frarne for 

TVEs to make their marketing decisions when they are involved in marketing 

circumstances similar to those presented in this researc h. Also. the findings may help 

dobal marketers to better understand TVEs with whom they are competing or will - 
conipete in the Chinesr market. Specifically, the managerial implications for TVEs are: 

1. Whik competitor-centered orientation keeps companies on a constant alen for 

cornpetitors, to a large extent it may blind them to a customer focus. With the 

Chinese market evolving rapidly and the Chinese consumer becoming more 

dominant in the market, it is necessary for TVEs to pay balanced attention to both 

cornpetitors and customers. 

1. It is important for TVEs to identify and develop their competitive advantages. More 

irnportantly, the competitive advantages should be sustainable. Some TVEs have 

built up competitive advantage well in market expansion. This advantage is gained 

basically through entering new markets with existing products, accompanied with 

the high gowth of the Chinese consumer market as a whole in the past hvo 



decades. With the dirninishing opportunities in terms of geographically extensive 

development of new markets, such competitive advantage may face challenges. 

More effort is needed for these TVEs to develop their existing competitive 

advantages into sustainable ones. 

3. The presence of foreign-invested companies and brands in the Chinese market has 

provided opportunities for TVEs to learn marketing effectively through 

cornpetition. Innovative imitation as a product strategy may be cost-efficient for 

TVEs, given the limited resources and limited market impacts of most TVEs. Those 

TVEs who adopt innovative imitation stntegy should pay attention to the 

cornpetitors' reactions, considenng that this strategy might provoke retaliation from 

their cornpetiton. 

The data examined in this research reflects some Chinese marketing styles such as 

consumer- vs. cornpetitor-orientation, marketing strategy (especially product strategy), 

cornpetitive advantage, and business dynamics through identimng the linkages between 

the cornplex environment and socio-cultural values and marketing practices in the m s .  

I t  is clear that there is still a long way to go for researchers in this domain to bring the 

relevant research into an exclusive and systematic framework. We end with a cal1 for 

continued studies to advance the research on Chinese-style marketing in TVEs. 
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APPErnIX: AN INTERVIEW GUIDE OF GENERAL MANAGERS 

Part 1. The following questions involve managers' perceptions of the 
environmen ts. 

I .  Ir is thotrglzt rhat doing business in today 's China is dtflcult and the d1flniltie.s codd 
be lurgeiy utirib~rted to the erternal environment. Wo'ould yozc please tulk about your 
vieirs to the errerna1 environment of yorir conrpany? 

1 ) With regard to the competition, 
How many competitors are there in ihis industry? 
How about the stability of the competition? 
How about the extent of intensification? 
M a t  are the foci (price, brand, quality, technology, service, talent, ...) ? 
LVhat is the possible impact brought by WTO? 
What are the main sources for you to get the information? 

7) CVith regard to the consumers, 
What are their requirements to your products? 
.Are these requirements changing fast? How to change? 
What are the factors that cause the changes (age, region, occupation, education 
level, ...) ? 
Whai are the impacts of their requirements on your business? To meet them or to 
lead them? 
How do you learn the information about consumers' requirements? 

3) Wi th regard to government and govemmental policies, 
LVhat's the influence of government and govemmental policies on your company? 
How do the policies change? 
How about the openness of the policies? 
How do you access the information concerning the policies? 
How to study and take advantages of the policies, if you do? 
What is the relationship between your company and the local governrnent? 
What's the influence of the local government on your company, if any? 
How to get along with the local government? 
LVhat kind of support, if any, can you get from the local government and how? 

4) Wi th regard to the industry, 
How do you view the future of this industry? 
LVhat are the factors that will possibly influence the future of the industry? 
What is the possible impact of technical turbulence? 
What are the opportunïties and threatens to your company? 
Why do you make such a judgement? 

I I I  



How do you deal with them? 

5 )  Any other extemal factors that could have influence on your business? How? 

2. It *s ieally trot easy for yorrr Company tu get today's achievenzent. To review the 
cleïelopniem Iiistory of yow cornpony will be helpjrl.. . 

1 ) The origin and the background of the company's creation. 

2)  Are there any leaps in the process of the development? 
By what kinds of opportunities in terms of taking advantage of govemmental 
policies or market dynamics? 
Finding talents? 
Developing new products? 
Joint venture or cooperation? 
Others? 

3 ) How were the opportunities analyzed? 
How to take advantages of them? 
How did the decisions were made? 
What were the results? 

4) LVhat was the rnost important opponunity? 
Why'? 
LVhat's the experience that c m  be concluded? 

Part 2. The following questions involve cornpetitive advantages and business 
s trategy. 

3. Tu piirsrie development in sitch a>i eiiviro~iment. a conipany shorrld have some 
resoitrces. I/ we grorip the resorirces into technique. talent. Jtnd. munagement. and 
orh ers. r vlt at are o t i r  adva~itages and disadvatitages. compared with yoiir 
conipetitors? 

1 ) Do you hold a lrad in t ems  of technique? 
---If yes, 

How did you get it? 
Can it be kept in the future? 
How to keep it? How to prevent from leakage? 

---If no, what will you do? 

2 )  DO you have any edge in talent (managing personnel, engineen, technicians, sales 
team, marketing team, workers, . . .)? Do the companies "rifle" from each other? 

3) Do you have any edge in h d ?  



Where cornes the firnd? 
What the main means to get it? 
How to use it? 
What are the possible influences of lack of hnd? 
How to overcome it and change the situation? 

Do you have any edge in management? 
--- I f any, 

What aspect (cost, supply chain, personnel, finance. . . .)? 
How did you get the edge? 
How to benefit from the edge? 
How to keep it? 

---If none, how to change the situation? 

Xny other aspects? 

-4 11 etzrrepretteiu- like o i r  nttcsr have /ris olvn strategic th inh-itrg to hir btrsiriess. 

What is your mission? 
Where will the Company go? 
CVhat will be the future business? 
Whydoyouthinkso? 

What are your business objectives (scale, pro fitability, growth rate. market share, 
. . .)'? 

Chat are the relationships among these objectives? 
The ultimate aim? 
Rationale? 

To realize these objectives, what have been done and what will be done in business 
strategy? 

What are the relationships between the objectives and these things? 

Why these things are viewed as the main cornponents of the strategy? 

How was the strategy made? 
Who proposed it? His reasons? 
Who participated? Who made the decision? 
Any revision? How to revise it? 

What are the problems and challenges in the implementation of the strategy? 
Where are they fkom? 
LVhat caused them? 
How to overcome hem? 



7) How to estimate the result of the strategy? 

Part 3. The following questions involve marketing strategy and tactics. 

5. M~irkerirtg is a hor ropic in present days. Every Company has iis own understanding to 
nicirketiiig. 

1 ) What types of things are included in marketing in your opinion? 
M a t  should be the role of marketing in a company? 

2) 1s marketing the same thing with sales? 
Why'? 
M a t ' s  the difrerence? 
What's the relationship between marketing and sales? 

3) CVhat is the role of marketing department? 

1) Whom does the marketing manager report? 
Are there any other departrnents that report the same penon? 

5 )  What are the relationships behveen marketing department and other functions 
departments? 

Who coordinates the relationships? 

6) How does the marketing department deal with the market and organizations outside 
the Company (consumen, distributon, govemment agencies, media, . . .)? 

Suppose the cornpany is facing a complaint, how is the information processed in 
the company? 
Who and how to settle it? 

6. .4 good prohcr n c q  be very important to a contpany. 

1 ) M a t  is your main product? 
Why this product is chosen (market vacancy, cornpetition, resource superiority, in 
initiative or in passivity, . . .)? 
1s there any change in terms of main product? 
What's the impact of such a change@) on the cornpany? 

2 )  Compared with competing products, what are the main features of yours? 
Positioning? 
Lhat  about the comparative grade and price? 
For whom, when, and in what situations the product is most suitable? 
Why such positioning? 



What kings of markets is the product marketed in (international, domestic, 
regional, . . .)? 

Where are the main sales regions? 
Why (purchase power, consumption pattern, competition, geographic factors, . . .)? 

What kinds of custornen is the product marketed? Why? 
What are these consumers' characteristics? 
LVhat are their requirements to the product? 
What are their impressions to the product? 
How do you think of their attitudes? 

What are the main channels of information conceming the market and consumers 
(marketing research, government agencies, industry, media, . . .)? 

How about the accuracy of the information acquired? 
Lnat  are the factors that influence the accuracy of the infonnation? 

LVhat are the procedures, if any, of product renewal and new product development? 
Who usually proposes it and how are the ideas generated? 
Who participates decision-making process? 
LVhat about the processes of implementation? 

1s there any set objective of a new produci? How to set it? 

How to estimate the result of a new product decision? 
How to compare the result with the set objective? 

What are the experiences and lessons of your new product development? 
Why do they success or fail? 

.-1 good prodrci deserves a good price. How do -vorr price p u r  producrs? 

What is the principle of pncing (follow the market, cost + profit, high price, low 
price, ...) ? 

M a t  is the purpose of such a principle (market share, profit, attacking cornpetitors, 
de fend the attacks, . . .)? 

What are the bases (low cost, advanced technology, high quality, . . .)? Uihy? 

What is the procedure of pncing? 
Who proposes it? 
Who participate? 
Who is the decision maker? 
How to implement it? 



5) How to assess the result (profit, market share, sales volume, . . .)? 

6 )  Whai are the possible problems in the process? 
What kinds of factors that should be considered? 

What kinds of media are usually chosen? Why? 

What are the major contents that you want the consumers to leam through the ads 
(quality, technology, brand image, company image, price, home-made, . . . )? Why? 

What are the procedures of decision making and implementation of advertising? 

How to assess the effectiveness of the ads? What are the bases? 

Who designs the promotion, your Company itself or specified company? 

What kind and how to do? What about the planning and implementation procedures? 

Cnder what situation and why so doing? 
In initiative or in passivity? 
What effectiveness is wanted (sales volume. profit, market share. capital turnover. 
. . .)? 

How to assess the effectiveness (short-mn or long-run, profit or sales volume. . . .)? 

10. Distribution clrannel is an importarzt resource of a compav.  FYhat is the situation of 
Jsoirr conzpatzy 'r distribution chamel? 

1 ) How is the channel built up? 
LVhat are the major problems: 
How to improve? 

2)  What kind of channel is ideal (exclusive, selective, direct sales, . . .)? 
Lvhy? 
CVhat's the benefit? 

3) Are there any conflicts arnong channel members? 
M a t  are the conflicts? 
CVhat are the causes? 
How to resolve the pmblems? 
How to control and coordinate? 



1) How to bnng positive factors to the channel members? 

5 )  Do you offer any training to the distributon? Any other investment on the channel? 
















